
Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 30/09/2017 16:12

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: open source capture related to aerial operations on the coromandel 30/09/2017 16:12

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 30/09/2017 16:15

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 30/09/2017 16:15

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7JKL5EAG/chopper.jpg|Wakefield activist maligning Beck Helicopters.> 16/10/2017 10:10

Natex  - Admin ·Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula Facebook page 15 October 2017 @ 9.24pm

I believe Becks Helicopter's from Taranaki are doing the drops on Moehau, Papakai and Otahu. Looks like Wensday for Papakai. Flying from end of Kaimarama Rd. Will keep everyone who is keen to exercise their right of protest informed.

16/10/2017 10:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7HV3UW2U/beck.jpg|Further attack on by 16/10/2017 13:22

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7JNC8N1X/coromandel.jpg|Protests organised against Moehau, Papakai, and Otahu 1080 drops.> and commented: Protest at start of Kaimarama Road, Whitianga, from daylight onwards tomorrow. Organiser is f Whitianga 

who has organised previous protests on the Coromandel.

17/10/2017 14:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7K8G4AAC/wow.png|(On the Coromandel protesters try to block trucks and physical confrontation occurs with security guards> and commented: Public post on Facebook page. 18/10/2017 15:59

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LQBESF8/wow.png|Moniitoring of DoC aerial operations in Whitianga.> 18/10/2017 16:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LQJADK8/westpac.png|Update on today's confrontation in Whitianga at the DoC offices between contractors and protesters.> and commented: The protesters are accusing security guards of assault and almost running one of them 

over.

So far the protesters identified in this incident are the leader of 'Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula'); Hip Hop artist aka

18/10/2017 16:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L2Z4C4S/burn.jpg|Hamilton woman calls for DoC Whitianga office to be burnt down.> 19/10/2017 0:30

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7MCVD414/injury.jpg|Coromandel anti-1080 showing what is alleged is injury from assault by a security guard in Whitianga yesterday during a protest at the DoC office.> and commented: This appears to be mentioned in 

Facebook posts yesterday and the partner of who posted this image in the  public group ' Stop Poisoning Coromandel'.

19/10/2017 13:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LLDV99B/demo_1.jpg|Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 13:58

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LHW9N9J/demo_2.jpg|DoC officer: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:00

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LE32XNF/demo_3.jpg|Security guard: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LGBQYTC/demo4.jpg|Security behind electric fence: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LHXDBGU/demo_6.jpg|Leaflet: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:04

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7MJVF5PH/demo_7.jpg|Banner: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:04

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L152ZSM/demo.jpg|Security guard: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:05

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LE4QMDZ/demo5.jpg|Security guard: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L161NGH/fence_demo.jpg|security line up: Coromandel anti-1080 protest images posted today.> and commented: In Facebook group Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula. 19/10/2017 14:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LLZ910T |Anti-1080 activist ublishing allegations relating to an incident between security guards and protesters in Whitianga this week.> and commented: It seems there was a confrontation at DoC's warehouse in 

Whitanga

Amongst her allegations are that security guards punched protester Graeme Sturgeon in the face while he was in his vehicle and that a female DoC officer called was wearing a stab proof vest (implying the protesters were threatening).

20/10/2017 1:57

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L4C21CY/protesters_focus_on_female_doc_intern.pdf|Coromandel protesters focus on female DoC intern.> and commented: It appears protesters have identified DoC intern from Taupo as the person in the 

photograph published by

ives in Wanaka but appears to be sent images from other activists from the around the country for her to publish and comment about. She appears to be acting as 'defacto propagandist' for the anti-1080 movement.

20/10/2017 2:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LFWUT6C/coromandel.png|Anti-1080 protester complaining that 1080 was stored in alleged breach of OSH guidelines.> 20/10/2017 14:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7M5WEAUS/nicky.jpg| ontinues to target DoC Intern 20/10/2017 14:40

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7LL3929X/20.png| ays 20 protesters were present at the Kaimarama Road,  Coromandel, load out zone site this week.> 20/10/2017 14:43

Harry Maher Harry Maher shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L4C21CY/protesters_focus_on_female_doc_intern.pdf|Coromandel protesters focus on female DoC intern.> and commented: It appears protesters have identified DoC intern from Taupo as the person in the 

photograph published by 

ves in Wanaka but appears to be sent images from other activists from the around the country for her to publish and comment about. She appears to be acting as 'defacto propagandist' for the anti-1080 movement.

20/10/2017 14:47

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7M7N6SKE/legal.png| promising legal action over how anti-1080 protesters were dealt with in Whitianga this week.> 20/10/2017 15:06

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7M5ETC9E/Witness_statement_to_alleged_violence_dished_out_to_Whitianga_protesters|Witness statement to alleged violence dished out to Whitianga protesters> 21/10/2017 23:22

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7MS6MREY jpg|Original of above pose by 1 October 2017 re confrontation between security guards and protesters in Whitianga.> 21/10/2017 23:24

Natex 22/10/2017 22:19

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7N243RBN/carol_sawyer.pdf| backgrounds last week anti-1080 protest in Whitianga and how events unfolded.> 22/10/2017 23:47

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7N6QFGDS/papkia.jpg|Protest against Papakai aerial drop at Kaimarama Road, Coromandel.> 23/10/2017 15:20

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7N2XPLKV/papkia.jpg|Protest against Papakai aerial drop earlier this week.> and commented: Posted on the Facebook page 'Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula.' 23/10/2017 15:23

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7N6T63B6/carol_sawyer_account_.pdf|A five page account published by Wanaka activist Carol Sawyer of last week's confrontation in Whitianga.> 23/10/2017 15:34

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7P1V346S/Blog_accusing_DoC_of_breach_of_regulations_in_Whitianga|Blog accusing DoC of breach of regulations in Whitianga> 23/10/2017 15:37

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7MFHFPNC/Blog_post_alleging_assualt_by_DoC_contractors_in_Whitianga|Blog post alleging assualt by DoC contractors in Whitianga> 23/10/2017 15:49

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7NV4188M/Statement_by_protester_Graeme_Sturgeon_alleging_he_was_assaulted_by_a_DoC_contracted_security_guard|Statement by protester Graeme Sturgeon alleging he was assaulted by a DoC contracted security guard> 24/10/2017 18:24

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7NV4188M/Statement_by_protester_Graeme_Sturgeon_alleging_he_was_assaulted_by_a_DoC_contracted_security_guard|Statement by protester Graeme Sturgeon alleging he was assaulted by a DoC contracted security 

guard>: Allegation includes a claim he was dragged out of his car by a security guard; punched in the face; had his clotjing torn; and the driver's door to his car damaged.

24/10/2017 18:24

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7PA385MZ/Coromandel_Police_investigating_alleged_assaults_against_anti-1080_protesters|Coromandel Police investigating alleged assaults against anti-1080 protesters> 25/10/2017 12:12

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7W1Y5TV4/Petition_calling_for_an_inquiry_into_the_storage_of_bulk_1080_in_the_Whitianga_CBD|Petition calling for an inquiry into the storage of bulk 1080 in the Whitianga CBD> 5/11/2017 23:15

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7VS9A51R/carol.jpg|Commentary on 1080 drop at Tangiaro Kiwi Retreat, Port Charles, Coromandel.> and commented: The Moehau Environment Group which has partnered with DoC has established three Possum control block In the 

post describes  of the Moehau Environment Group as the "Chief Poisoner".

7/11/2017 13:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WL2RC1J/give_a_little.jpg|Givealittle page set up to help Coromandel activist  attend an anti-1080 'think tank' meeting in Nelson.> and commented: Post reads: "This is a fundraiser to support  of Whitianga to 

represent the Coromandel Peninsula community at a think-tank meeting in Nelson.

Awareness Conservation Protest

People all over New Zealand are increasingly opposed to aerial poisoning. Even the Department of Conservation's own research shows a growing majority ( now 61%) find aerial poisoning unacceptable. Now academics are challenging the foundation concepts of "Predator Free New Zealand." Aerial poisoning also 

breaches many statutes. And it is brutally inhumane as well, but exceptions to the Animal Welfare Act render it "legal". Many things are "legal" but totally unethical, and aerial poisoning fits into that category.

For more information, check out <http://www.poisonfreecoromandel.blogspot.co.nz|www.poisonfreecoromandel.blogspot.co.nz> and

<http://www.1080science.co.nz|www.1080science.co.nz>

 from Whitianga has given a lot to the Coromandel campaign against 1080. Let's support to attend a campaign think-tank in Nelson on 11-12th November. All donors will receive a copy of s report. Many thanks for your donation, it all helps.

The funds will be used for travel costs of a return trip to Nelson and back to Coromandel.

8/11/2017 12:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Z60L8AK png claims bees killed in Coromandel aerial operations> 10/11/2017 18:18

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F845A4M1T/Coromandel_1080_Protester_charged_with_assault.txt|Coromandel 1080 Protester charged with assault> 22/11/2017 14:38

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F84KDR72Q/bait.png|Coromandel activists discuss ruining bait so it won't be attractive to pests.> 23/11/2017 17:56

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8AQE10LS/court.jpg|Coromandel activist Graeme Sturgeon remanded on 16 January on charge of assaulting a contractor.> 7/12/2017 10:20

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8ASMSMSQ/petition.jpg|Petition demanding inquiry into DoC storing 1080 in Whitianga has attracted 424 signatures.> 7/12/2017 11:16

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8ASMSMSQ/petition.jpg|Petition demanding inquiry into DoC storing 1080 in Whitianga has attracted 424 signatures.>: Note: this is hosted on a website provided by Greenpeace NZ 7/12/2017 11:38

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8EG5B6QL/fishing___outdoors.png|Fishing &amp; Outdoors newspaper leading with article alleging "DoC attack senior citizens."> 14/12/2017 16:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8EH75CDA png|Injury claimed as a result of "being dragged out of a car by Doc thugs."> and commented: Although the author of this Facebook post is  by the context of the comments posted  it appears to have been 

posted by .

14/12/2017 18:43

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8F7E9PHT _alleging__1080_cover_up__in alleging '1080 cover up' in> 15/12/2017 13:45

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8F7E9PHT leging__1080_cover_up__in| alleging '1080 cover up' in>: Rush FM is an alternative, internet-based radio station broadcasting out of Hamilton and which deals in conspiracy theories.

<http://www.rushfm.co.nz/>

15/12/2017 13:45

Natex Youtube video alleges DoC has altered video footage of the incident involving the arrest of Coromandel protester Graeme Sturgeon.

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaTaP63bwx4&amp;feature=youtu.be|www.youtube.com/watch?v=YaTaP63bwx4&amp;feature=youtu.be>

17/12/2017 23:40

Natex Note this video claims to be issued by the 'Anonymous' activist group (a loosely associated international network of activist and hacktivist entities). It also claims there will be a "massive" protest on 16 January when Graeme Sturgeon next appears in court. 17/12/2017 23:43

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FQ257RR ng|Wanaka activist promoting the above Youtube video on Facebook.> 17/12/2017 23:44

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FS8MRHQ/Allegation_DoC_used_unlicensed_security_guards_in_Coromandel_aerial_operation|Allegation DoC used unlicensed security guards in Coromandel aerial operation> 17/12/2017 23:49

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FS8MRHQ/Allegation_DoC_used_unlicensed_security_guards_in_Coromandel_aerial_operation|Allegation DoC used unlicensed security guards in Coromandel aerial operation>: Note this arcticle identifies the security guard 

involved by name and the security company he is involved with.

17/12/2017 23:52

Natex Police summary of facts in Coromandel assault case published on Facebook page '1080 eyewitness.'

Admin · December 15 at 1:56am

NZ Police

SUMMARY OF FACTS

POLICE v GRAEME WILLIAM STURGEON 

DOB 24/07/1948 (69)

Charge Common Assault (Crimes Act) manually Crimes Act 1961 Section 196 

1 Year imprisonment

ClRCUMSTANCES

On Tuesday the 17th October 2017 the Defendant, Graeme William STURGEON, was part of a 1080 protest group at the Department of Conservation offices situated on Joan Gaskell Drive, Whitianga.

At about 7:40pm he then drove his Toyota vehicle towards trucks that were being used to transport 1080 at the rear of the premises.

He was then signalled to stop by a security guard, the victim in this matter, Richard Steven Perry LANE, but he continued past him and parked beside the front truck.

The victim then approached the driver's door of the vehicle and opened it, concerned as to the risk the occupant posed.

The Defendant then kicked the driver's door open fully and kicked out at the victim, striking him in the stomach.

The Defendant then punched the victim to his jaw, before being restrained by the victim at arm's length.

The Defendant then attempted to punch the victim in the head area a further three times, before he was calmed down by people present.

INJURIES TO VICTIM

As a result of the assault, the victim received soreness to his jaw area.

DEFENDANT COMMENTS

When spoken to by Police, the Defendant denied the facts as outlined and stated that he was the one assaulted.

The Defendant is 69 years old, is currently an accommodation provider, and has previously appeared before the court.

Sergeant MORRISON 

AMD990

18/12/2017 0:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FB95JQZ ng|Activist  posting image of security guard's CoA status.> 18/12/2017 1:01

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8G3HP6Q1/Editor_of_Kapiti_Independent_comments_on_DoC_response_to_allegations_re_security_guards_|Editor of Kapiti Independent comments on DoC response to allegations re security guards.> 19/12/2017 17:15

Natex + 19/12/2017 17:24

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8HRTN659/final_report__presentation_of_petition_to_tcdc_dec_12_2017.pdf|Thames Coromandel District Mayor wants to negotiate with DoC to replace 1080 with trapping.> 22/12/2017 0:21

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8M1QSMD0/Rangitikei_Enviromental_Health_Watch_suggesting_link_between_1080_and_bee_deaths_at_Whangamata|Rangitikei Enviromental Health Watch suggesting link between 1080 and bee deaths at Whangamata> 3/01/2018 1:19

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8RV4DVFX/protest.png|Protest planned outside Thames Courthouse on 16 January against prosecution of anti-1080 activist for assaulting a security guard.> 12/01/2018 20:08

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8SPADCAU/protest.png|Protest outside Thames District Court today in support on activist prosecuted for assaulting security guard.> 16/01/2018 23:41

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8TA4L96F/demo.png|Photos of today's protest in Thames against the prosecution of activist Graeme Sturgeon.> and commented: Posted on FB public group 'Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula.' 16/01/2018 23:45

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8UEUSQ31/demo.jpg|Photos of today's protest in Thames against the prosecution of activist Graeme Sturgeon.> 16/01/2018 23:46

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8TCQF22G/demo.jpg|Photos of today's protest in Thames against the prosecution of activist Graeme Sturgeon.> 16/01/2018 23:47

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8TUF2SLS/graeme_sturgeon_case.png|STOP 1080 NOW Facebook update of prosecution of  Coromandel activist Graeme Sturgeon.> 17/01/2018 15:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8WR03TRS/legal_defence_fund_for_graeme_sturgeon.png|Crowd funding for the legal defence fund for protester Graeme Sturgeon who is facing assault charges.> 23/01/2018 11:11

Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7NSAR5V4 pg continues to target DoC staffer seen at Kaimarama Road protest.> and commented: NEW LOOK DoC - DoC WARRANTED OFFICER, WHITIANGA, COROMANDEL

Here she is, standing off against about 20 protestors with banners, and protected by DoC security staff - see other photos.

Her Christian name was on a previous post but I have removed it there because DoC called the person who photographed her and asked for her name to be removed. I have only done this because the photographer asked me to, not to obey DoC's wishes ! Apparently it is not enough to wear a flak jacket and 

surround yourself by DoC security thugs while those same thugs beat up peaceful protestors back in the Whitianga CBD. This DoC Warranted Officer feels vulnerable, poor dear.... yet as a warranted officer she is given powers to seize any bag or firearm, stop any vehicle, etc etc. Wanting to be anonymous - isn't this 

called having your cake and eating it too ? How anonymous are we ?

The protestors, strangely, are peaceful, environment-loving people holding banners and include children as young as six, and old ladies. She obviously considers a flak vest necessary - how ridiculous ! She must have been watching too many violent American police dramas on TV. Note unmarked vehicle, by the way. 

No-one had ID !

I have been told that as a "DoC "Warranted Officer", ( and it is on her flak jacket ) she has..... " the following powers of search, seizure or entry, standing looking all staunch in her shiny new militaristic uniform, knowing she has exceptional powers recently granted under an amendment to the Conservation Act 1987."

Those powers being :

(1) Within the district or area for which a warranted officer is appointed, the officer may—

(a) seize any plant, freshwater fish, freshwater fish product, animal, or animal product illegally taken or had in possession, or that the officer reasonably believes to be illegally taken or had in possession:

(b) seize any net, trap, hunting weapon, ammunition, ship, vehicle, aircraft, poison, engine, instrument, appliance, device, fishing gear, or thing, that is being used or is intended to be used or have or has been used in breach of this Act, or that the officer reasonably believes are so being used or have so been used:

(c) seize any bag, container, other article (including any coat or other similar article of clothing) that is being used for the purpose of carrying any plant, freshwater fish, freshwater fish product, animal, or animal product illegally taken or had in possession or that the officer reasonably believes is being so used:

(d) stop any vehicle, riding or pack animal, ship, or other device for carriage or transportation, or any aircraft while on the ground or water, or stop in transit any parcel, package, case, bag, luggage, or other container that is or that the officer reasonably believes to be in the possession of the owner or of any other 

person (including any carrier or forwarding agent, whether by land, sea, or air), if the officer reasonably believes or suspects that any breach of this Act has been committed by its owner or the person in possession of it, or by any other person, and, in the presence of the owner or person in possession of it, or any 

servant of either of them, search any such vehicle, animal, ship, aircraft, device, parcel, package, case, bag, luggage, or container:

(e) while in lawful execution of the officer’s duty, call upon any person who has attained the age of 18 years to aid or assist the officer when reasonable necessity exists for that assistance; and every person aiding or assisting the officer pursuant to such a call shall while doing so be deemed to be and shall have all the 

powers of a warranted officer duly appointed under this Act:

(f) at all times, without let or hindrance, in order to investigate something the officer believes on reasonable grounds to be an offence against this Act, or to investigate or apprehend any person the officer believes on reasonable grounds to have committed such an offence,—

(i) by any means whatever, enter upon, pass through, or remain on any land (other than a dwellinghouse or the enclosed garden or curtilage of any dwellinghouse) or any hut, tent, caravan, holiday home, or other erection (not being a permanent residence), or any shop, warehouse, factory, bond, store, office, 

sawmill, or any other premises of any description, or into or upon any lake, river, pond, lagoon, or other water (whether natural or artificially constructed):

(ii) enter any vehicle, ship, or aircraft that is being used or is intended to be used or has been used in breach of this Act or that the officer reasonably believes is being or is intended to be or has been so used:

(iii) search any land or any hut, tent, caravan, holiday home, or other erection (not being a permanent residence), or any shop, warehouse, factory, bond store, office, sawmill, or other premises of any description, or any vehicle, ship, or aircraft referred to in subparagraph (ii), or any riding or pack animal, or other 

device for transportation or carriage found on any land as aforesaid or on any such premises or any lake, river, pond, lagoon, or other water.

(2) The production by a warranted officer of a warrant of appointment shall be sufficient evidence of the officer’s appointment.

(3) Any warranted officer may summarily interfere to prevent any offence against this Act, and may require any person found offending to desist from the offence.

(4) Any person who, when required to desist from an offence against this Act, continues the offence, commits a further offence against this Act.

(4A) [Repealed]

(4B) [Repealed]

(5) Any constable or warranted officer who has reason to believe that an offence against this Act has been committed in respect of any animal, animal product, freshwater fish, freshwater fish product, natural or historic resource, or plant may seize it.

(6) In the case of every warranted officer, the provisions of this section are subject to any restrictions or limitations specified in the warrant issued to that person under section 59.

(7) The provisions of Part 4 of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 (except for subpart 3) apply.

Section 40(1)(a): amended, on 10 April 1990, by section 23(1)(a) of the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990 (1990 No 31).

Section 40(1)(b): amended, on 10 April 1990, by section 23(1)(b) of the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990 (1990 No 31).

Section 40(1)(c): amended, on 10 April 1990, by section 23(1)(c) of the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990 (1990 No 31).

Section 40(4A): repealed, on 1 October 2012, by section 212(2) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 (2012 No 24).

Section 40(4B): repealed, on 1 October 2012, by section 212(2) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 (2012 No 24).

Section 40(5): amended, on 1 October 2008, pursuant to section 116(a)(ii) of the Policing Act 2008 (2008 No 72).

Section 40(5): amended, on 10 April 1990, by section 23(3) of the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990 (1990 No 31).

Section 40(6): added, on 10 April 1990, by section 23(4) of the Conservation Law Reform Act 1990 (1990 No 31).

Section 40(7): inserted, on 1 October 2012, by section 212(3) of the Search and Surveillance Act 2012 (2012 No 24).
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Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F95P46A0Y/fund.png|Over $7,300 has now been raised for Coromandel activist  Graeme Sturgeon's legal defence fund.> 9/02/2018 14:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96GX993K/protest_camp.png|Anti-1080 activists to set up protest camp at Kopu to coincide with assault trial on 19 February at Thames.> 10/02/2018 21:38

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96U1SL8H/_8000.png|The nearly $8000 raised for Graeme Sturgeon's legal defence fund doesn't cover the legal costs for his first two court appearances.> 12/02/2018 17:50

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98HTB04T/Part_1_in_a_series_by_the_Kapiti_Independent_criticising_DoC_operations_in_the_Coromandel_|Part 1 in a series by the Kapiti Independent criticising DoC operations in the Coromandel.> 14/02/2018 11:57

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BTYRBBQ/court.png|30 anti-1080 supporters at Thames District Court today to support protester charged with assault.> 19/02/2018 19:01

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9B2RKY68/Day_One_of_Trial_of_Coromandel_Anti-1080_Protester_for_Assaulting_Security_Guard|Day One of Trial of Coromandel Anti-1080 Protester for Assaulting Security Guard> 19/02/2018 20:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9B0KS0RZ/protest.png|Images from Coromandel anti-1080 protest at Thames District Court.> 19/02/2018 20:26

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9B0KS0RZ/protest.png|Images from Coromandel anti-1080 protest at Thames District Court.>: added 4 new photos. 53 mins

THAMES COURT CASE UPDATE

The trial of Graeme Sturgeon continues in Thames tomorrow - 10.00 am start.

Diana Halstead, John Allen, Dr. Wendy Pond and Lyall Hazelton are all on the stand tomorrow too.

If you can spare the time, please go along and show your support.

Here are some photos - vehicles leaving Rhodes Park en route to the Thames Courthouse this morning, and signs outside the Court.

I am told there are more photos to follow this evening, and I will put them up as I receive them.

19/02/2018 20:26

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9C8HB407/Further_Kapiti_Independent_article_on_DoC_operations_on_the_Coromandel_|Further Kapiti Independent article on DoC operations on the Coromandel.> 20/02/2018 1:42

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CJ3JPFZ/judgement.png|Judgment in Whitianga 1080 assault case due this afternoon.> and commented: Trial ended before lunch today. 20/02/2018 14:00

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BLDMMTP/protest_camp.png|About 20 people at Coromandel protest camp for Graeme Sturgeon's trial.> 20/02/2018 14:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BH09X0S/dismissed.png|Anti-1080 protester found innocent of assaulting a security guard.> 20/02/2018 15:04

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BHAV32Q/camp_1.jpg|Vehicles as Coromandel protest camp.> 20/02/2018 17:23

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9B1QU58R/camp_2.jpg|Coromandel protest camp not hugely supported.> 20/02/2018 17:23

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CDHJU0N/supporters.jpg|Only a handful of supporters of Graeme Sturgeon at Thames District Court today.> 20/02/2018 17:24

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D1U01PG/Media_coverage_of_Coromandel_1080_assault_case_|Media coverage of Coromandel 1080 assault case.> 21/02/2018 13:41

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D1U01PG/Media_coverage_of_Coromandel_1080_assault_case_|Media coverage of Coromandel 1080 assault case.>: Note comment that Coromandel protesters will be wearing body cameras at future protests. 21/02/2018 13:47

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9C5SFYCU/activist_report_of_coromandel_assault_trial_.txt|Activist report of Coromandel assault trial.> 21/02/2018 13:51

Natex FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE.

From PoisonFreeCoromandel

Common Assault Charge Dismissed Against Coromandel Activist Opposed to 1080 Poison.

Wednesday 21st February 2018

In the Thames District Court yesterday, Judge Greg Hollister-Jones dismissed a charge of common assault brought by the New Zealand Police against Graeme Sturgeon of Coromandel.

The unprofessional and confrontational methods used by the DoC security guard Lane, in opening Sturgeon's car door forcibly, with a surprise move, without identifying himself, appeared to tip the balance in the judge's mind to decide that Sturgeon's actions from the moment the door was opened were made in self-

defence.

At dusk on 17th October, 2017, Sturgeon and two companions had been alerted to a clandestine 1080 poison loading operation in the Whitianga CBD and went to observe and take photographs. 

Driving into the unlit public carpark, Sturgeon stopped his car when coming across trucks loaded with bags of 1080 baits at the back of the Liquor King building, adjacent to residences and supermarkets.

The Court established that Sturgeon was then dragged out of his car by a Department of Conservation guard and a scuffle ensued.  

The security guard hired by the Department of Conservation did not have a current Certificate of Approval from the Security Licencing Authority and was untrained in 'crowd control'. He works as a spray contractor for the Waikato Regional Council.

Due to the lack of lighting in the bait-loading area, there were difficulties knowing exactly what happened, as two witnesses did not have full and complete views. Sturgeon had first put in a complaint of assault against Lane stating he had punched him in the nose and dragged him forcibly from his car, without 

identifying who he was. Then after a lengthy wait, the Police charged Sturgeon with common assault.

CCTV footage showed Sturgeon trying to close his car door to protect himself against his unknown attacker. The car door was wrenched open for a second time by Lane. Lane appeared to have a paranoid mind set believing that Sturgeon posed a threat and might have had a gun in his car. 

In his evidence, Lane made a number of statements that proved false under cross-examination.

Photos show Sturgeon with a bloody nose and ripped clothes.

Police and the security guard referred to “protestors” while the activists referred to themselves as “witnesses” whose intention was to observe and record the aerial drop of 1080. 

The Department of Conservation had secretly stored 23,700kgs of 1080 poison baits in a warehouse in the Liquor King building from June 2017 through to October 17th when the baits were loaded in preparation for the drop over the Kaimamara Valley, which is the source of Whitianga's town water supply. 

No warning signs or barriers were put in place to deter the public from entering the public carpark while the ecotoxic baits were being loaded. The smell of the volatile gases alerted local residents.

Official Information requests showed that DoC did not inform local authorities about this bulk storage, including the local fire chief.  If there was a fire, toxic hydrogen fluoride gas would be released, and the town would have to be evacuated. 

PoisonFreeCoromandel believes that PredatorFree2050 is an ideological mission which is becoming increasingly militarised.  

Now who will hold the Department of Conservation to account for its many breaches of health and safety regulations and legal statutes?

22/02/2018 20:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CV7EJ57/online_abuse_of_doc_officer_ of_coromandel.txt|Online abuse of DoC office of Coromandel> 23/02/2018 12:11

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9ELC3NMD/Kapiti_Indpendent_reporting_on_the_Graeme_Sturgeon_trial_|Kapiti Indpendent reporting on the Graeme Sturgeon trial.> 23/02/2018 17:11

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9DT8372L/coromandel_court_costs.png|Despite the donations Coromandel protester still needs to find another $13,000 to cover his legal fees.> 26/02/2018 10:41

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9DTAEWG0/court_action.png|It appears Coromandel protester Graeme Sturgeon is contemplating retaliatory litigation against DoC or the Police for the unsuccessful prosecution for assault.> 26/02/2018 10:58

Natex 26/02/2018 11:10

Natex Fishing and Outdoors News Paper published security footage of Graeme Sturgeon Coromandel assault.

Published on Feb 28, 2018

Commentary: DoC’s cowardly cover-ups exposed. 

Judge Greg Hollister-Jones dismissed a charge of common assault brought by the New Zealand Police against Graeme Sturgeon of Coromandel in the Thames District Court recently.

In the judge's mind he appeared to decide that Sturgeon's actions from the moment the door was opened and that he was assaulted by the DoC thug were made in self-defence.

The aggressive attitude and demeanor of the DoC thug was such that Richard Lane, in forcibly opening Sturgeon's car door, in a surprise move, without identifying himself, appeared to tip the balance in the Judges findings.

Sturgeon and two companions had been alerted to a clandestine DoC 1080 poison loading operation in Whitianga.

The Court established that Sturgeon was dragged out of his car by a DoC thug posing as a security guard.

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s635djymTTM|www.youtube.com/watch?v=s635djymTTM>

2/03/2018 11:35

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9GNA149X/ identifies_coromandel_protest _on_facebook__as_tipping_off_other_protesters_about_the_loading_incident_at_whitianga_.txt| dentifies Coromandel protest 

 on Facebook) as tipping off other protesters about the loading incident at Whitianga.>

2/03/2018 11:38

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9J4RJWUW png publishes witness statement.> and commented: It is highly implausible that Coromandel protesters and  did not know who Graeme Strugeon was and instead refer to 

him in the statement as "an elderly male" no doubt to embellish the facts. Not both and  say they were conducting surveillance on the trucks for some time.

2/03/2018 11:43

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9H6A8403/pafe_1.jpg|Page 1 o  statement> and commented: Note is on Facebook under the identity

<http://www.facebook.com 3|www.facebook.com .3>

2/03/2018 11:45

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9H8JHU6Q/page_2.jpg|Page 2 of statement> 2/03/2018 11:45

Rangitikei Enviromental Health Watch

1080, DOC, NEWS

DOC ARE DRAGGING THEIR FEET OVER OIA REQUESTS ABOUT THE SECRET STORAGE OF 1080 AT WHITIANGA

FEBRUARY 25, 2018 PAM VERNON	

Thanks to reader manukapath for this link. Have a read of the background info at <http://fyi.org.nz|fyi.org.nz>, but do also scroll right down to the last entry on Feb 24th (still unanswered) by S.C. McKee,  a scathing commentary on what DoC should be doing and isn’t. Questions DoC is not answering adequately. For 

further background on the Whitianga story type Whitianga into the search box here, or go to 1080 under ‘categories’ (left of page). Finally, for those in the Horowhenua, there was a fire in a 1080 storage facility (Horizons) in Levin that the Council did not know about until a week later with word from at least one 

person of health effects following. Read the article here.

QUOTE:

“Question 1 ( under OIA)

Whom did you inform about the storage of the ecotoxic baits in the Liquor King building? ( from June 8th to October 17th )

Question 2 ( under OIA)

When you read the MSDS, why did you not prepare an emergency response plan knowing that in the worst case scenario of a warehouse fire, extremely toxic gas ( hydrogen fluoride) would be produced, requiring evacuation of anyone in its path?

Question 3 ( under OIA)

When you read the MSDS, you would have read that firemen attending a fire of the baits would have to be trained in the use of breathing apparatus. Why did you not check with the fire chief that they had that equipment and that his staff were trained in the use of breathing apparatus?

It is not responsible to simply dismiss my questions as fear-mongering .

Every organisation has to have health and safety and emergency plans for a worst-case scenario. School teachers when taking students on a walk or a school trip have to do a Risk-Assessment and plan for contingencies. Managing hazardous substances such as 23,700 kg of Class A1 ecotoxic baits carries with it a huge 

responsibility for health and safety. Especially it being stored in the middle of a town.

Under the Health and Safety at Work ( Hazardous Substances) Regulations 2017 from December 1st 2017, you are most certainly required have to have an emergency response plan.

The HSNO Controls for Sodium fluroroacetate cereal-based pellets state the following:

You need an emergency response plan.

Refer to the Emergency Preparation section of Your Practical Guide.

You need to refer to the safety data sheets for your substances to find out what personal protective equipment people using each substance need to wear. Also refer to the Keep Safe with Hazardous Substances section of Your Practical Guide.Under HSE, all substances require the use of protective clothing.

You need secondary containment.

Under the Official Information Act, I expect to receive a reply within 20 days, else I may complain to the Ombudsman.

Yours sincerely,

S C McKee

READ MORE OF THE BACKGROUND AT THE LINK BELOW:

<https://fyi.org.nz/request/6832-hazardous-substance-inventory-for-1080-stored-in-whitianga-october-2017#followup>
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 21/11/2017 15:33

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: open source capture relating to threats by opponents to aerial operations following verbal threats made to DoC ranger by 

landowners.

21/11/2017 15:33

Gavin 

Clark

Gavin Clark has joined the channel 21/11/2017 15:33

Harry 

Maher

Harry Maher has joined the channel 21/11/2017 15:33

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F83ETHECU/ jpg

landowners who have threatened DoC staff and contractors involved in the Eyre Mountains BfoB Operation.> and commented: Note: the Eyre Mountains 

have not previously been subject to BfoB operations. On 21 November 2017 threatened a DoC Ranger that they would shoot down any 

helicopters involved in operations flying over their land and use "extreme force to protect [their] property.

 own several properties in near the Eyre Mountains operation.

21/11/2017 16:18

Natex  own the following rural and urban properties in the Eyre Mountains aerial operation area:

 has a Facebook page regular user.  appears not to use social media.

21/11/2017 16:24

Harry 

Maher

Thanks 22/11/2017 7:34

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8SMJMXTP/Facebook_post_opposing_Eyre_Mountain_aerial_drop|Facebook 

post opposing Eyre Mountain aerial drop>

14/01/2018 20:37

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96J6FN0L/eyre_mountains.png|Activist social media starting to comment 

on Eyre Mountains operation.>

10/02/2018 0:51

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96N90HJ9/eyre_mountains2.png|Activist commentary on Eyre Mountains 

operation.>

10/02/2018 0:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F97EE4YJ2/eyremountains3.png|Activist commentary on Eyre Mountains 

operation.>

10/02/2018 0:52
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Name Message Timestamp

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 4/09/2017 11:21

Natex Natex has joined the channel 4/09/2017 11:42

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 29/09/2017 13:14

Gavin Clark Please note that this is a Slack default channel and is not going to be used 

by the Fusion Centre.

13/10/2017 10:01
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 27/09/2017 15:25

Natex 27/09/2017 15:56

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 27/09/2017 16:02

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 29/09/2017 13:14

Natex  September 27 at 9:51am · "1080 DROPS CAUSE ECO-SYSTEM MAYHEM"This letter by NZ author and 1080 poison battler, Bill Benfield, was published in NZ Farmers Weekly, 25 September, 2017"Letter to EditorThe article in which a Kaikoura District councillor fears an upsurge in “pest" numbers following 

the district’s earthquake flew in the face of ecological reality. He imagines “deer, goats and possums” exploding in numbers. All three species named are slow breeders having usually just one new-born a year. Wild red deer for example invariably never have twins and besides there are factors such as infant mortality 

and juvenile mortality during the winter. If hunter access is limited due to the ‘quake, one year would make no difference.Besides fears that deer populations will explode are groundless. A study of Fiordland’s Lake Monk in 1958 - years before helicopters probed into the wilderness - by noted scientist the late Thane 

Riney, showed the fallacy of fearing uncontrolled numbers. The team went in half expecting deer to be everywhere. It was quite the opposite. Deer numbers were relatively low and stable .Evidence in “hedging” of young beech trees showed there had once been a high population. Similarly with possums with 

numbers also low in 1958. This is Nature’s way, shown by the “bell curve” graph wildlife biologists know so well. After liberation pre-1900 deer did increase, peaked about 40 years later when they exceeded the carrying capacity of the habitat, then dropped to a low, stable level compatible with the carrying 

capacity.However fast breeding species like rats are different. A female rat will begin breeding at six weeks, have four litters a year and perhaps 10 or more in each little. So one female produces 40 young in 12 months. Therein lies the colossal failure of aerial 1080. After 1080 drops, surviving rats explode in numbers 

as shown by Landcare Research (Nugent and Sweetapple) studies. After 3-4 years rat numbers are three to four times pre-poison levels. More detail is contained in my two recent books “The Third Wave” and “At War with Nature” (Tross Publishing, Wellington) or Paper Plus.Rats are totally different to deer. It’s a 

slow breeder (deer) contrasting with fast breeders(rats).The ecosystem disruption after 1080 does not end with rats. Stoats preying on rats suddenly have a food bonanza and so their numbers explode. So all DOC and OSPRI’s1080 drops have done is to cause ecosystem mayhem.W F (Bill) Benfield,Wairarapa."Bill's 

books can be ordered from Tross Publishing <http://trosspublishing.co.nz/publication/at-war-with-naturehttp://trosspublishing.co.nz/>…/the-third-wave-poisoning-the…<http://trosspublishing.co.nz/pu>…/water-quality-and-ownershiptrosspublishing.co.nzWelcome to the Tross PublishingWelcome to the Tross 

Publishing official website.trosspublishing.co.nzWelcome to Tross PublishingWelcome to the Tross Publishing official <http://website.trosspublishing.co.nz|website.trosspublishing.co.nz>

30/09/2017 15:53

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7ALCDMUY/southland_activist_ txt|Southland activist > 30/09/2017 15:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7BA30PFC/sign.jpg|Karamea activis adds protest sign to the 'Welcome to Nelson' sign> and commented: Posted on the Brook Valley Community Group Facebook page where he is an admin. 30/09/2017 15:57

Natex Nelson City Council refuse to allow observers at future aerial drops at the Brook Waimarama Sanctuary.

Admin · Yesterday at 1:44pm - Brook Valley Community Group Inc.

Nelson City Council (NCC) lawyer  advises us about access to the poisoning site (skid site) for any future poisoning drops.

From:

Date: Thursday 28 September 2017 at 11:47:21 AM AEST

To: 

Subject: Observer proposal

Hi both

The Council have instructed me to thank you for engaging with it concerning access during any further helicopter operations and to advise you that it has considered the matter closely.

The Council has decided that, in the circumstances of this operation, it is unable to agree to observers from the BVCG or other unauthorised persons being within the temporary prohibited access area during the operations. This is to ensure the safety of all people and property involved in the operation. The 

Council's view is that the need for a safe operating environment outweighs, in the circumstances, the BVCG’s interest in being personally present to observe the helicopter loading operations.

The Council will be present during the operation in its independent regulatory role. 

The Council would be prepared to consider remote monitoring by BVCG via a stationary camera. Any such monitoring would need to be at BVCG's cost,and the camera would need to be erected prior to operations commencing, not result in any delay to the operation commencing, not require servicing during the 

operations, and be located in a position that does not disrupt the operations. If either of your clients wish to discuss this possibility further, please advise me of your instructions by noon Friday 29th (tomorrow).

There is no privilege or confidence attached to this email - you are welcome to provide it to your clients for the purposes of gaining further instructions.

Kind regards

l

30/09/2017 16:07

Natex Loose nuts threaten DOC staff safety

8:23 pm on 29 September 2017 

There are fears for the safety of conservation workers and contractors after recent attacks on their vehicles.

In three instances wheel nuts on the vehicles were loosened in acts believed to be connected to protests over the Conservation Department's use of 1080 poison for pest management.

In the most serious case a contractor avoided injury when a wheel came off while he was driving, after its nuts had been loosened.

DOC director-general Lou Sanson said toxic bait had been put in a staff letterbox and he had also seen other threatening posts on Facebook recently.

"Threats to put wires across gullies to bring down helicopters and a number of brochures put on DoC vehicles depicting targets of helicopters."

He said it was extremely disappointing as DoC staff were working hard to try and preserve New Zealand's native birds.

"Rats, stoats and possums have been winning. We know we can turn it around and we have."

"Keas have made a great recovery in nearly 20 percent of the Southern Alps and there has also been an amazing recovery in kākā and mohua in South Westland."

Mr Sanson said people had a right to protest but it had gone too far.

"I'm feeling for our staff and contractors that live in rural New Zealand, we can understand legitimate protest but when it crosses the line to wheel nuts on vehicles or putting toxic bait in people's personal property, we think it's gone too far."

<http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/340544/loose-nuts-threaten-doc-staff-safety|www.radionz.co.nz/news/national/340544/loose-nuts-threaten-doc-staff-safety>

30/09/2017 16:17

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7BA6HQAW/comments_to _wheel_nut_post.pdf|Comments to wheel nut post.> 30/09/2017 16:26

Natex Third item refers to wheel nut incidents and quotes DoC  saying wires have also been strung to hinder helicopter operations.

<http://www.radionz.co.nz/audio/player?audio_id=201860592>

30/09/2017 17:15

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7B84RL8K/wheels_nuts.jpg|Commentary on '1080 eyewitness.' Facebook page on the wheel nuts incidcents.> 30/09/2017 17:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7C7117QW/comments.pdf|Comments posted to above post re wheel nuts.> and commented: Most threatening ones have been highlighted in yellow. 30/09/2017 17:17

Farmers Against Ten Eighty  commenting on Facebook on OSPRI's South Island operations

26 September 2017

▻ TB eradication▻TB Management Areas

Our Eradication Goals

To protect the value and quality of New Zealand’s cattle and deer farming industries, OSPRI’s TBfree programme is now working towards the complete eradication of bovine tuberculosis (TB) from New Zealand.

The key goals of the TBfree programme are to eradicate TB from livestock by 2026, from possums by 2040 and from all hosts of the disease across the whole of New Zealand by 2055. This presents an exciting opportunity for OSPRI to build on the success of the TBfree programme so far, with major benefit for 

farmers and the wider communities and regions where we work.

Role of TB Management Areas

Pest management under the TB Plan will be delivered through a framework of over 100 Tuberculosis Management Areas (TMAs) according to disease patterns, geographical features, control history, and future control needs. This will enable possum control and wildlife disease surveys to be planned and contracted 

in an efficient manner, and will provide a local focus for communications and consultation with land occupiers, communities and groups interested in or affected by our operations. Each TMA will have an approximate planned target date for eradication.

For more information please see our TMA overview factsheet. 

TMA Notices

Each year OSPRI will publish a notice for each TMA, which will describe at local level any possum control or wildlife survey work planned for the coming year, as well as providing a forward view of further work that will be required to achieve TB eradication. These notices will be distributed to local landowners and 

interested parties, and will be readily available on-line or by request.

It is important to note that TMA notices do not replace formal notification of any specific past control operation. In particular, affected land occupiers will be further notified in writing and will also be contacted personally by our pest management contractors, well before commencement of any work.

2017/18 TMA Notices

Northern North Island TMAs

Bay of Plenty

East Taupo

Hatepe Lake

Hauhungaroa

Hikumutu

National Park

Retaruke

Turangi

Waihohonu

West Taupo

Whakahoro

Whangamarino

Whirinaki

Southern North Island TMAs

Central Wairarapa

Kaweka

Ngamatea-Timahanga

North East Wairarapa

Northern Tararua

Raetihi Buffer

Rangipo

Rimutaka-Hutt

Ruapehu

South East Wairarapa

Taihape

Tutaekuri-Waitara

Urewera

Whanawhana to Opouahi

Northern South Island TMAs

Avon

Awatere Catchment

Clarence Reserve

Conway-Waiau

Glencoe

Hurunui-Waipara

Kaikoura

Molesworth Clarence Reserve

Rolleston Range

Waiau-Hurunui

Wairau-Waihopai

WCT Buller

WCT Buller Coast

WCT Coastal Karamea

WCT Grey

WCT Grey West

WCT Hari Hari

WCT Hokitika Waitaha

WCT Southern Paparoa

WCT Tasman

WCT West Coast Divide

WCT Westland

Southern South Island TMAs

Akatore Tokomairiro (no activities in 2017/18)

Blue Mountains

Catlins Otago Southland

Hokonui

Lindis

Morven Bendigo

Nevis

North Otago Buffer

Pisa

Roxburgh

South Canterbury Core

South Canterbury High Country

South Canterbury South

Timaru Creek

Wanaka Hawea

Western Southland

this is what Tbfree is offering the South Island, look yourself up and weep, everyone who thought they should vote for anyone except Ban1080, see what is coming your way, who will fight that then?

14 hrs

See what parts of the West Coast are free from this disgusting bunch of poisoners, hope you poisoners are reading this

14 hrs
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Natex Threatening responses on  Anti 1080 Action Ruapehu Facebook page to news item re DoC vehicles being tampered with.

 So it's okay to so called 'legally ' poison the ecosystem where animals and Humans exist but it's such an uproar about tampering with vehicles. I think if you want to poison my home,my country you had better be prepared for what comes at you. The writings on the wall DOC... you have been warned. 

WE'VE HAD ENOUGH!

Yesterday at 12:02pm

: Its still breaking the law mate, the old saying 2 wrongs dont make a right!!

Yesterday at 1:23pm

 Who says i want to make a right. A lot of battles have to happen before a war is won. Sometimes shit just has to happen.

Yesterday at 1:48pm

 Mr Sanson ignores the Elephant in the room as his crews drop poison into folks water supplies!.

Yesterday at 12:08pm

 Y didn't the doc worker place the 1080 pellets found in his letabox use it around there home since it's so safe lol

Yesterday at 12:16pm

 Karma....

 :Should destroy their cars

Yesterday at 1:23pm

: And who is saying that it is 1080 protesters doing it. For all they know it could be anyone. Even one of their own trying to make the anti's bad. If they have already reported it as an anti doing it without proof, then in my eyes, and others, it is themselves doing it.

Yesterday at 2:46pm

:  I myself, along with others, do not condone this type of thing. Nothing is been gained by it.

Yesterday at 6:03pm

Anti 1080 Action Ruapehu: And if it's not true its made up anyway

13 hrs

: Remember, it was one of them with the 1080 scare in milk powder.

13 hrs

1/10/2017 21:23

Natex  Facebook (personal public page)

September 30 at 9:18pm · 

CALLING THOSE WHO VOTED BAN 1080 PARTY, ( CANDIDATE AND/OR PARTY )

Bill Wallace, Co-leader of the Ban 1080 Party, has asked me to post this up.

Can you please see if the polling booth you went to on Saturday, shows any votes for Ban1080 - instructions below. You should get to a page that looks like the one in the photo.

A few Takaka and Collingwood people are questioning low polling at booths where many of them said they voted.

The same thing happened last election, ( eg a woman who voted for us in Lawrence, and Lawrence recorded zero Ban1080.)

We'd like to see if there are any discrepancies, and if people will do affidavits if there are.

1 Go to :

<http://www.electionresults.govt.nz/electionresults_2017_pr>…/

2 At the righthand side you will see :

2017 General Election

Overall Results

Electorate Status

Advance Votes

Successful Candidates

Statistics

3 Click on Statistics

4 Go to chosen electorate

5 You are offered a CSV or a PDF on far right of page

6 Click on PDF

7 Zoom in and find your particular booth

8 At the top are Party results by booth

9 Scroll down too, to Candidate results by booth.

2/10/2017 0:37

Natex of Farmers Against Ten Eighty responds to NZ Herald article on sabotage to DoC vehicles.

<http://www.nzherald.co.nz/environment/news/article.cfm?c_id=39&amp;objectid=11927900|www.nzherald.co.nz/environment/news/article.cfm?c_id=39&amp;objectid=11927900>

LETTER FROM  TO THE WRITER OF THIS NZ HERALD ARTICLE, ISAAC DAVISON

"Hi,

My Name is  I am a dairy farmer from South Westland and spokeswoman for Farmers Against Ten Eighty.

Your article is interesting at a time when political bargaining is the main subject on everyone’s lips. It is a 'he said, she said' type of beat up in my opinion. The article on the radio where Lou Sanson was making these allegations talked about a drop done by EcoFX whereas the photo of the sign on your article is Epro. I 

can understand your confusion as the level of 1080 drops has increased so much that most people wouldn’t have a clue where Lou was talking about.

Lou started making these claims that there are not many people opposed to 1080 in NZ at a Kea Konservation Trust weekend, Arthurs Pass, approximately 5 months ago. He also stated that these people are more dangerous than former protesters and he endeavoured to indicate that DOC private and staff cars at 

Westport had had their tyres slashed. He forgot the other cars in that area and others on the West Coast which suffered the same fate, and he forgot the arrest of some youth unconnected in any way with politics of 1080, for or against.

People who oppose 1080 poison are on the whole very concerned for the environment and the damage done to it by repeated 1080 drops. Farmers are concerned about the threat of 1080 contamination to their meat, milk and other export products. Tourism is happening in NZ all year around now and tourists are 

vey puzzled when they realise what the 1080 drops are for. Our waterways are poisoned directly thanks to Nick Smith’s alteration to the Resource Management Act last year. They always were poisoned on the West Coast but now it is legal and NZ-wide. Carcasses often wash up on beaches, and a wide range of birds 

are killed. Similarly people in rural areas who are aware of this on-going stupidity, understand that our birds and insects and indeed Maori medicine and food plants are poisoned. There is a high level of frustration as this is forced on us - not on you as far as you know, but you might be surprised how close to your 

water source 1080 does come.

Remember that 1080 is colourless, odourless, and tasteless with no antidote and it is in many water supplies around NZ and responsible for high spikes in E.coli testing for the weeks following a drop. It can not be filtered out but it does dissolve, meaning that like headache cures, it is still effective as a poison. You 

might like to understand 1080 better, rather than rush off and spread the Minister’s statements about a few individuals who may be doing what is indicated in your article, although I doubt it. Those who oppose 1080 know full well the danger of this poison and wouldn’t wish it on their worst enemy. 

<http://www.1080science.co.nz|www.1080science.co.nz> has been gathered by a former Ag Research scientist, from DOC, and from Landcare Science. You might find the truth there but you won’t find the truth in press releases from people who poison, and who want the 1080 taken out of any inter-party political 

discussion.

Regards,

Farmers Against Ten Eighty"

2/10/2017 1:04

Natex Youtube 

 - 1080 poison area - 2 birds heard, Moeraki River, West Coast 

Published on Sep 28, 2017

Great example of a dead forest. Why isnt 1080 working? When rat populations are threatened they have more litters and bigger litters. This increases the amount of rat numbers in poisoned areas and in turn leads to a decline of birdlife. DOC's own science tells us this - so why are they still dropping poison in our 

forests?

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk0Z_lDMVM4|www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dk0Z_lDMVM4>

2/10/2017 1:22

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7BKMKFK2 pg|Nelson anti-1080 activist arrested for trespass during Brook Waimarama Sanctuary aerial protests last month.> 3/10/2017 12:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7CDMLVUM/complaints.pdf|Anti-1080 activists complain of "feeling the heat" since publication of allegations of tampering with DoC vehicles.> and commented: Note comments and fears of another visit from police. 3/10/2017 13:16

Natex Anti-1080 activism claims vehicle tampering is a DoC smear campaign

shared  post. '1080 eyewitness.' Facebook page.

Admin · 22 hrs

A Deliberate Smear Campaign (once again)... so just who are the extremists?As with the baby formula threat, those entrenched in poisoning in govt agencies use dirty tactics, waste public resources, and deliberately defame those seeking to stop the inhumane practice of dropping deadly poisons. In this case, and 

with (the Director of another poison pest control product) there is DISINFORMATION deliberately being spread.Lou Sanson who doesn't know his native bats from his birds has once again slipped up:"and he endeavoured to indicate that DOC private and staff cars at Westport had had their tyres slashed. 

He 'forgot' the other cars in that area and others on the West Coast which suffered the same fate, and he 'forgot' the arrest of some youth unconnected in any way with politics of 1080, for or against." Gosh, it must be the 1080 Effect.

3/10/2017 21:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7CTXEMV1/ruapehu.png|Anti 1080 Action Ruape ing of dog exercising restrictions.> 4/10/2017 15:59

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7D4N9L2U/trespass.jpg|Nelson anti-1080 activist oes to collect his own trespass notice.> and commented:  seems proud of the fact this is his third trespass notice. He also mentions in the video clip that he is 

currently on bail for breaching a previous trespass order.

5/10/2017 22:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7DL8FJN5 pg predicting New Zealand First will make a moratorium on the aerial use of 1080 a condition to forming a coalition government.> 6/10/2017 9:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7E423TLK/2nd_drop.jpg|Second drop occurs at the Brook Waimarama Sanctuary without the protest 'drama' of the first operation> 6/10/2017 10:06

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7H0C22GP pg|A Rangiora-based builder called on 07 October made the following threat by email to the Tasman District Council. "If we find 1 dead kea after the next 1080 drop, the shit will hit your fan, BE 

WARNED".> and commented:  resides a and is a pig hunter and known associate of several high profile anti-1080 activists.

10/10/2017 22:33

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FC5MYGZ/park.jpg|"1080 or similar" discovered at Virginia Lake, Whanganui> 10/10/2017 22:46

Natex Comments to above post referring to Orillion:

 People do realise that the company that makes 1080 is right here in Wanganui right?

1 hr

 Ehh for reals?

1 hr

 Yeah the factory is out heads road.

1 hr

 They are one of the main/largest producers/suppliers of 1080 in the country

1 hr

10/10/2017 22:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FTFMN4S/hamish.jpg|Whanganui Mayor Hamish McDougall commenting on poison find at Virginia Lake.> 10/10/2017 22:53

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7H0N6Z5M/toxic.jpg|Poison discovered at Virginia Lake Whanganui> and commented: A lot of social media outrage being expressed by locals. 10/10/2017 22:58

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FTFMN4S/hamish.jpg|Whanganui Mayor Hamish McDougall commenting on poison find at Virginia Lake.>: A lot of social media outrage being expressed by locals. 10/10/2017 22:59

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FTFMN4S/hamish.jpg|Whanganui Mayor Hamish McDougall commenting on poison find at Virginia Lake.>: This public post has 482 shares and attracted 231 comments. claims it is 1080. 10/10/2017 23:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FA4R8FJ/orillion.jpg| referring to Orillion in thread to above public Facebook post by of Wanaganui.> 11/10/2017 1:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FT44V0B/ pg esponds to posts suggesting illegal actions in protest of 1080.> and commented: lives in Australia, so this is probably hollow talk. 11/10/2017 1:08

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FM324NL/rabbit.jpg|Pellets discovered at Whanganui park identified as rabbit poison, not 1080 as protesters have alleged.> 11/10/2017 11:15

Natex Pellets found at Virginia Lake not 1080, says council

11 Oct, 2017 1

Green pellets found at Virginia Lake have been identified by the Whanganui District Council as rabbit poison. 

 is a reporter for the Wanganui Chronicle

Green pellets found at Virginia Lake are not 1080, the Whanganui District Council has confirmed.

Photographs of the pellets were circulated widely on Facebook on Tuesday evening with speculation it was the controversial pest control 1080.

Council staff visited the site this morning and confirmed the pellets were commercially available rabbit poison.

"The area has been cordoned off and we will be meeting at the site with the Department of Conservation, police and our contractors who manage pest control at Virginia Lake, before removing the pellets," a council statement said.

On Tuesday evening Whanganui mayor Hamish McDouall said on Facebook that the council did not use 1080.

"We are taking this very seriously and are meeting DoC and the police tomorrow morning, and I commit to a full investigation," he said.

"I hope this is not some misguided protest. For the record 1080 has no place in an urban sanctuary like Virginia Lake."

Council said it would have further comment to make later.

12/10/2017 18:51

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7H831NSZ/_Malicious__1080_drop_actually_just_rabbit_bait_pellets|'Malicious' 1080 drop actually just rabbit bait pellets> 12/10/2017 18:53

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7JHKCN86 ng|Westport anti-1080 activist complaining to police about security providers.> and commented: This is a public post on  Facebook page. 13/10/2017 15:11

Natex 13/10/2017 15:46

Natex Te Kuiti activist   to 1080 eyewitness Facebook page calling for more protest action instead of just talk.

12 hrs · 

WHO HERE IN THIS SIGHT IS SERIOUS ABOUT BANNING 1080?!? IM TALKING GETTING TOGETHER AS ONE GROUP SERIOUS-SERIOUS!!! ENOUGH OF THE SMALL TALK TIME TO COME TOGETHER AS ONE... 

I've said it now lets plain the worlds biggest protest again.... But it has to be serious people numbers make it a weekend and a catch up.. Lets make it big people or I'm done.. Getting sick of the talkers.. We need people on ground bee hive here we come!! Instant tv with thousands aye no good with hundreds.. All we 

need is some commitment.... Any body keen??

16/10/2017 11:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7JKX8XE0/orillion_4.png|Small protest outside Orillion's Whanganui Heads Road plant Sunday 15 October.> and commented: This protest was called on 14 October at short notice by Whanganui anti-1080 activist 16/10/2017 11:29

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7KLW3RCP/orillion_3.png|Orillion protest 15 October 2017.> 16/10/2017 11:34

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7J34LEF3/orillion.png|Orillion protest 15 October 2017> 16/10/2017 11:35

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7HUM69H6/orillion_2.png|Orillion protest 15 October 2017> 16/10/2017 11:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7JLGFFCL/burn.pdf|Facebook comments to above post include a threat to burn the Orillion factory down.> 16/10/2017 13:31

 adds comments to his above post:

  I should add that the cops were quick to arrest me on a charge of trespass at another 1080 load out. I struck a 'hanging judge', probably organised by the police, because my court date got postponed by them. Judge Garry McAskill wouldnt let my 2 witnesses give evidence, but did allow the 3 police 

witness to speak. So I ended up with $1280 in fines and court costs. A very unjust procedure.

October 11 at 5:21pm

 My arrest was the result of the Director General of DOC visiting the Commission of Police to tell him something needed to be done to punish the 1080 protesters in Buller. In particular, the DG of Cons was upset that Id posted a photo of a local DOC officer who was overseeing the drop at Oparara. This 

officer freeked out and thought our people were going to attack him and his family. DOC put security on his house, had Maggie Barry (Min of Conservation) come to Westport to cheer them up, and they also got a weeks holiday outside the district on the Department. Meantime us Clean Conservationist had to put 

up with our district being poisoned, with 1080 possum carcasses coming down the rivers, millions of birds killed, trout and eels made poisonous, etc, etc.

October 11 at 5:54pm

Why would you personalise this by posting a photo of the DOC officer? This is getting pretty weird,  Not surprised the guy freaked.

Like · Reply · October 11 at 10:07pm

Manage

 I was angry after seeing all that poison rain down on Kahurangi - our most biodiverse national park. Also, I knew the DOC officer who was overseeing the drop had taken a yr off to study weka, and here he was killing them. Not just by the score, not just by the 1000, but by the million.

Yesterday at 9:02am

 You really believe that.

23 hrs

: Sure do, . But the killing of weka isnt the worst because they can recolonise from farmland around the park. Kea, kakariki and rockwren are biggest worry since they only live in th mountains and rainforests. They have no habitat B.

19 hrs

: I got my DNA taken after being arrested on a trespass charge. I objected, but Sgt said its now compulsory. Im not sure if thats true.

October 11 at 7:19pm

 Well his picture is out there and we all know him now and he will get his just desserts one way or another we are all mates in this fight.

20 hrs

 There is another security firm that Tbfree use and it is called "Osprey" similar to Ospri but not the same

 October 11 at 8:18pm

 Sure its not OPSEC Solutions, , based in Manchester UK.

October 11 at 9:38pm

 Good to meet you,  I shall follow up on arranging a meeting with  There are commonalities in the trespass situations affecting you and us which require consideration.

Yesterday at 11:40am
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Natex  who made the threat in the above post to burn down the Orillion factory appears to reside in Napier

<http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007114006656&amp;lst=1662841819%3A100007114 1508114063|www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007114006656&amp;lst=1662841819%3A100007114006656%3A1508114063>

16/10/2017 13:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7K5C0ERH g who appears to have as contact in aviation circles publishing details of recent aircraft purchases by  HeliOtago.> 17/10/2017 13:40

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7KBQB2P pg|Southland protester ays he is now going to adopt a lower profile in the anti-1080 protest movement> 17/10/2017 13:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L2Y3DKL pg|Brook Waimarama Sanctuary seen as a focus for the wider anti-1080 movement.> 19/10/2017 0:28

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7N4CH8FQ/guards.png|Westport activist ommenting on OPSEC Security.> and commented: On the 'Stop Poisoning Coromandel' Facebook page. 20/10/2017 19:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7N49AQBS jpg|Wellington activis opying ine of DoC and OSPRI being 'eco-terrorists'> and commented: Posted 23 October 2017 as a comment to a public post on page complaining 

about DoC staff in Whitianga.

24/10/2017 14:34

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7NA74LKA/oia.jpg|Whanganui activist OIA seeking to find out if DoC uses PR adviser (of Whale Oil fame).> 25/10/2017 0:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7P1MJQBW/hut.jp still not letting go of the kahikatea tree  he says was felled by DoC manage 25/10/2017 0:59

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Q2MAP7Z/hut.jpg|More of the same from ith his anti-DoC posts.> 25/10/2017 1:00

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7PA778H1/Blog_post_criticises_DoC_storage_of_1080|Blog post criticises DoC storage of 1080> 25/10/2017 12:24

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7PA778H1/Blog_post_criticises_DoC_storage_of_1080|Blog post criticises DoC storage of 1080>: 'Rangitikei Enviromental Health Watch' is an activist blog by  an anti-1080 activist who misspells the word 

'Enviromenta'l '- it is unclear if this is a deliberate misspelling.

25/10/2017 12:34

Natex Rangiora anti-1080 activist who has made previous email threats over kea, accusing DoC of Kea deaths 

(public Facebook post- personal page)

<http://www.facebook.com/alan.rennie.543|www.facebook.com/ 43>

Yesterday at 12:16am · 

THE PROBLEM IS DOC STAFF HANDLING KEA LEAVE THEIR HUMAN STINK ON THE TRACK TO WHERE THEY CATCH THEM AT THE NEST SITE&lt; THAT LEADS PREDATORS STRAIGHT TO THE NEST&gt; 

The first Department of Conservation radio-tagging trial with Kea during an aerial 1080 poisoning operation was in 2008. 7 out of the 17 monitored Kea at Franz Josef died of 1080 poisoning. (40% mortality)

DoC’s excuse at the time “ may have been because juvenile Kea in the area had a habit of investigating "human-type" junk foods. .”(ODT 2/08/08)

In 2008 The Dominion Post obtained a draft internal report by DOC after the 7 deaths. The report says “aerial 1080 may well be a significant threat to the Kea population” with some drops “probably devastating”…

DoC’s Dr. Josh Kemp said “The Franz Josef Kea deaths had "shocked and stunned" DOC” (Stuff 28/01/09)

But Kea deaths from 1080 poison have been proven for over 52 years.

In 1964 Protection Forest workers picked up 4 dead Kea and 8 dead seagulls after a single 1080 drop. The birds tested positive for 1080 poisoning. (M.H.Douglas: Control of Tahr: Evaluation of a Poisoning Technique July 1966).

To find 12 large poisoned birds on foot would indicate the death rate must have been devastating for all the bird species in the area. DoC like to blame the decline in Kea numbers on early bounties “ Kea had numbered in the hundreds of thousands but were devastated when a bounty was paid to kill them because 

of concerns they attacked stock.” (Press 29/07/08)

In 2011, DoC poisoned 7 out of 11 Kea at North Okarito ( 60% mortality). DoC’s excuse this time “It seemed likely the more open nature of the North Okarito forest was a factor, Mr Costello said” (ODT 12/09/11)

DoC then went on in 2013 to kill 5 radio-tagged Kea at Arthur’s Pass, DoC’s excuse this time “the repellent was less than the target concentration”( Stuff 21/08/13)

If such inane, puerile excuses were put forward by CYPS or the Police next time a vulnerable child is brutally killed, the media and politicians alike would take the offending officials to task. DoC appear immune from such scrutiny.

In 1999 DoC’s Dr’s Elliot and Kemp said “Kea nests appear to be relatively immune to predation from introduced mammals…Our results agree with a previous study of Kea nesting at Arthur’s Pass, where no evidence of significant nest predation was found (Jackson 1963).” (G Elliot &amp; J Kemp 1999)

Now DoC claim "The Kea deaths are unfortunate but without protection most Kea chicks are killed by stoats. (Westport News 26/01/15)

26/10/2017 10:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7PH6GW9X/acp.jpg|Whanganui anti-1080 activist eeks OIA on Orillion> 26/10/2017 12:48

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Q0RSYPM/acp_tim.jpg|Whanganui activist  trying to establish if Orillion use the PR services of > 26/10/2017 12:50

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Q34A2E6/tim.jpg|Whanganui anti-1080 activist eveals his motive for his OIAs seeking information relating to around PR agent 26/10/2017 13:03

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Q0YQGF5/sika_stand.jpg|Com Facebook page relating to seeking information about Orillion and OSPRI's stand at the 2017 Sika Show.> and commented: Public Post 26/10/2017 13:11

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7QVB9UNS/fads_marketing.jpg OIA in relation to FADS Marketing Limited of Whanganui> and commented: FADS Marketing Ltd is an inactive company of which  a former director of Animal Control 

Products, was also a director.

26/10/2017 13:23

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7TTM29DL/Anti-1080__Think_Tank__to_be_held_in_Nelson_11-12_Nov_2017|Anti-1080 'Think Tank' to be held in Nelson 11-12 Nov 2017> 1/11/2017 15:51

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7TR8GCSZ/High_Court_orders_anti-poison_group_to_pay__70_000_in_costs|High Court orders anti-poison group to pay $70,000 in costs> 2/11/2017 17:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7UHSNGNS/wound_up.jpg|Anti-poison Brook Valley Community Group threatened with winding up proceedings if don't pay court costs in  7 days.> 2/11/2017 17:39

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7W88P879/Anti-poison_group_doesn_t_have_the_money_to_pay_court_costs|Anti-poison group doesn't have the money to pay court costs> 6/11/2017 1:11

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7UL45N1X/fishing___outdoors.jpg|Fishing &amp; Outdoors Magazine promoting  anti-1080 activities.> 6/11/2017 1:30

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7W7NP2VC/bay.png|Northland activist asking about possible aerial operations in Whangaroa and Bay of Islands.> and commented: Note has connections to a number of high profile activists. 6/11/2017 17:46

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7VBB25R9/advert.jpg|Wellington bus advert accuses DoC of killing Kea> 6/11/2017 22:40

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7VHQKQKX/photoshop.jpg|Above 'bus anti-1080' advert may however simply be a  photoshop effort.> 6/11/2017 22:41

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7VHRJMD3/ pg|The artist himself of Wakefiled, the graphic artist responsible for all the Facebook anti-1080 posters.> and commented: His work can usually be identified (if not named) because it tends to have 

the same framing.

6/11/2017 22:43

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7W2LQQSH/plan.jpg|Westport activist repeating his threat to collect a 1080 bait after an aerial drop &amp; return it to DoC.> and commented: Posted in the public Facebook group 'Kaitiakitanga'. 7/11/2017 12:34

Natex I suspect nows full well that what he proposes is illegal but is trying to rally support so he can garner donations to cover his fine like he did last time. 7/11/2017 13:19

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WLJLT34/Anti-1080_advertising_removed_from_Wellington_buses|Anti-1080 advertising removed from Wellington buses> 8/11/2017 15:43

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WQRE0JH/bus.jpg|Second anti-1080 bus advert in Wellington.> 8/11/2017 15:46

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WJHDP5H jpg says he plans to get deliberately arrested.> 8/11/2017 16:03

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WS9F2F7/buses.jpg|Newlands and Mana Coachlines say they put the anti-1080 advertisements on their own buses and won't be removing them.> 8/11/2017 19:18

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WS9F2F7/buses.jpg|Newlands and Mana Coachlines say they put the anti-1080 advertisements on their own buses and won't be removing them.>: Posted on Facebook page 'Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula.' 8/11/2017 19:18

Harry Maher Harry Maher shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WJHDP5H says he plans to get deliberately arrested.> 9/11/2017 12:15

Natex Graham Carter, Editor, Fishing and Outdoors newspaper takes strong anti-1080 stance over bus signage

public Facebook post

09 November 2017, 12.14pm

LETTER TO NEWLANDS/MANA COACH SERVICES, WELLINGTON - FROM EDITOR, "FISHING AND OUTDOORS' NEWSPAPER

Service Quality Manager

Newlands/Mana Management Team

"Hi

We would like to congratulate you for allowing the anti-1080 signage on your buses. Job well done.

However it is with some dismay we believe that your company has been forced to remove the anti-1080 signs off your buses because it is against a supply agreement which we believe is the New Zealand Government Contract who issues the Operating Licence?

Is this not a breach of our freedom of speech and rights of kiwis to say what we believe?

Was the sign paid for?

Does the fact that your company has succumbed to this 'bully-boy' tactics mean that your company does not allow Kiwis to have a right to express their views ?

We would like our solicitors to inspect the contract that you have with the Government agency if that is possible please?

Kind regards,

Graham Carter

Editor

Fishing and Outdoors newspaper

PO Box 10580, Te Rapa 3241

<http://www.fishingoutdoors.org|www.fishingoutdoors.org>

07 8551833

<tel:02102600437|021 02600437>

'Fish Today for Tomorrow'

9/11/2017 14:24

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Y8BU4SJ/orillion.png|Wanaka activis quoting Orillion's safety sheets.> 9/11/2017 16:14

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7WS3DZT3/Kapiti_Independent_News_article_on_aqnti-1080_bus_adverts|Kapiti Independent News article on aqnti-1080 bus adverts> 9/11/2017 16:17

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Y4EUSP6/ pdf|Anti-1080 activist 10/11/2017 16:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7XDQ0JE4/f_b.png|Forest &amp; Bird personnel the target o latest smear.> 10/11/2017 18:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7YR3RXT5/akld_meet_up.jpg|Auckland anti-1080 protest meeting 12 November 2017> 12/11/2017 21:43

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Y83068Y/king_country.jpg|Claim 1080 poisoned animals in King Country waterways.> 12/11/2017 21:48

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7ZKHFVCK/think_tank.png| reporting 25 people attended the anti-1080 'think tank' near Motueka last weekend.> 14/11/2017 14:00

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7Z7GDGQ1/think_tank.png|More on who attend the weekend's anti-1080 'think tank'> 14/11/2017 15:42

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F80RARZU7 png asking advice on how to handle Police interview over threat to pick up 1080 bait.> and commented: Public Facebook post 14/11/2017 16:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F807V3ZBM pg|South Island anti-1080 protester admits to blocking roads.> and commented: This public comment was posted on  Facebook page on 15 November 2017. While it is not strictly 1080 related, it is 

evidence of behavior. It is also noted that he was in the area in December 2016 when two 200 year-old maitai trees were felled by anti-1080 protesters on Cobb Valley Road, Golden Bay, in order to block contractors reaching a load out site.

15/11/2017 10:33

Natex November 14 at 10:59pm

  to Brook Valley Community Group Inc. Facebook page:

Admin · November 14 at 1:42pm

Dear Friends,

As you know, 'they' are attempting to wind us up. has just had an exchange with a debt-collector named acting under instructions from the Nelson City Council. She has responded with an email to , NCC's solicitor.

You will perhaps recall that the term fascist derives from bundles of rods, wrapped around an ax, which were carried by Roman paramilitary in order to beat and when desired, to kill the people who opposed the patricians employing them. The practice was renewed in Mussolini's Italy, and enthusiastically taken up 

by Hitler's romantic bully-boys, the Brownshirts.

In my youth, I was taught that the fight against fascism had been won. I had to learn that the fight is continuous. I am reminded again today that the exercise of blunt power to curb the search for justice remains fully present, and in our country too. The Nelson City Council wants to beat us with financial clubs, to wipe 

out our opposition, to declaim their success in silencing us to their sycophantic and deluded supporters.

What are we? A properly constituted community group seeking justice in the approved manner, now through the Courts. That this activity is in respect of a matter of public interest has been explicitly recognised by the Court of Appeal, with whom we have filed proceedings. I say again that the Court of Appeal has 

explicitly denied the Crown's claim that we have no case.

How have we been treated by our local authority during these last five years? As  puts it, we have been insultated throughout. Let us be clear. The Nelson City Council seeks to crush opposition to its agenda, established in pernicious secrecy. Its hench-organisation, the BWST, is mandated and 

determined to sequester public land irrespective of contrary opinion. Their poisonous actions have been validated (and to an unknown extent set up) by a discredited Minister who continues to wreak his malign influence as a Member of Parliament. Everything is to our credit, and nothing to theirs.

We resist. Of course we resist. We shall continue to resist because, ultimately, there is no option but to resist fascism. Fail to do so now and the political situation will deteriorate. Do we really need to rehearse anew the issues of the 1930s in the Brook Valley? Is this how it is to be, this mid-twenty-first century? Or is 

Jacinda to save us all?

We are making our approaches to the new government. We shall make full use of outstanding skills to frustrate the wicked intentions of those who seek to curtail our civil rights, our access to justice. We, you and I, who have seen already so much together, suffered together, will not flinch at the fight.

16/11/2017 1:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F82LVDBKM/sue_gray_-_strategies_for_achieving_a_poison_free_nz.mp4|Anti-1080 lawye speaks on strategies for achieving a poison free NZ> and commented: This is a YouTube video of her presentation at the Nelson '1080 

Think Tank' meeting 11-12 November 2017

20/11/2017 7:58

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F82LVQP6F/kea_in_new_zealand_after_1080.mp4|Anti-1080 activist Pete Lusk talks about 'Kea in New Zealand after 1080'> and commented: This is a YouTube video of his presentation at the Nelson '1080 Think Tank' meeting 11-12 

November 2017. The full collection can be viewed here: <http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH9nH1v2bdLoqEL_X4gqN9g/videos?disable_polymer=1|www.youtube.com/channel/UCH9nH1v2bdLoqEL_X4gqN9g/videos?disable_polymer=1>

20/11/2017 8:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F84F3PRDJ/clyde_ df posts a list of videos he says shows rescue helicopters being used to spread 1080.> 23/11/2017 8:40

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F84U2SF8A/Brook_Valley_Community_Group_Fund_Raising_for_Court_of_Appeal_hearing|Brook Valley Community Group Fund Raising for Court of Appeal hearing> 24/11/2017 13:59

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F84U2SF8A/Brook_Valley_Community_Group_Fund_Raising_for_Court_of_Appeal_hearing|Brook Valley Community Group Fund Raising for Court of Appeal hearing>: Only $61 raised so far. 24/11/2017 13:59

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F858P5C57/website.jpg|New anti-aerial poisoning website aims to link anti-1080 and anti-brodifacoum movements.> and commented: <https://www.stopthedrops.org/> 27/11/2017 23:39

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F867QMRU2/gulls.jpg|Not 1080 but this is one of several protest posts in the last 24 hrs criticising DoC for culling black backed gulls.> 28/11/2017 14:34

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8693H6MS g lleging discrimination by contractors against  workers who are anti-1080.> 28/11/2017 14:39

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F85HYCR8Q/cat.jpg|Claim by Facebook user Horizons Regional Council operation has poisoned their cat.> 28/11/2017 14:46

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F85N9C1MF/Anti-1080_Movement_disillusionment_with_NZ_First|Anti-1080 Movement disillusionment with NZ First> 28/11/2017 15:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F87NTFG5U/gulls.png  now contacting DoC staff directly over Raikaia black back gull cull.> 29/11/2017 15:45

Natex  public Facebook post - re Coromandel assault case

55 mins

ASSAULT VICTIM GRAEME STURGEON CHARGED WITH ASSAULTING A DEPT OF CONSERVATION SECURITY GUARD - GRAEME WILL PLEAD "NOT GUILTY" TOMORROW ( in the Thames Court House, Thames, Coromandel Peninsula)

Well it was most certainly the other way round according to witnesses to the event, ( retired Victoria University Senior Lecturer  and local artist  ), and also Graeme himself. They gave witness statements to the Police at the time.

Graeme was assaulted while still in his vehicle and had a bloodied nose and torn clothing to show for it. All these people are in their seventies and do NOT deserve this kind of treatment just because they oppose the aerial deluging of a World Health Organisation, Class 1A, EcoToxin onto their land and particularly 

onto their "home patch" and precious waterways ! But.... the best form of defence is attack and we have seen this all before from DoC, haven't we ?!

Graeme says that he "ABSOLUTELY REFUTES ALL ALLEGATIONS, and will be defending the charge against him vigorously". He has employed a criminal lawyer to defend him. He will be appearing in Thames Court on 30 November and will be pleading Not Guilty.

( I foresee a fundraising campaign, fellow anti-1080 people. DoC has large pockets, supplied by all of us. Graeme does not ! )

The NZ Police are laying the charge, though it has taken a month for them to do this. I suspect it has been 'up to the top and back again' and has little if anything to do with the local constabulary. ( The man in charge of Whitianga Police Station, Sergeant , is by all accounts an honest man and, I was 

told at the time by anti-1080 people in the area, 'would do the right thing".)

Graeme is charged with assaulting a DoC security guard in the Liquor King carpark, Whitianga, where 20 tonnes of 1080 poison ( stored there in secret for the previous 6 weeks ) was being loaded in the dark, again in secret, in a public carpark, on the evening of October 17th, 2017. This was to enable a 1080 poison 

drop in the area the next day. The poison was being stored in Whitianga's CBD, adjacent to residential homes and supermarkets, without appropriate signage, with unprotected loading staff ( not even face masks or gloves ! ), all unknown to the building's other tenants and, incidentally, unknown to the fire 

department too, locals tell me. It was, frankly, one of the most blatantly "up yours" efforts by the Dept of Conservation to date !

Many of you will be familiar with the events of that night, as I and others reported them in great detail at the time, and it happened only one month ago. However I am reposting Graeme's comment from that night to refresh memory.

Graeme will appear in Thames Court tomorrow, November 30, 2017. This will be a preliminary hearing and should only take five minutes as Graeme is pleading Not Guilty. There will be a Day of Trial and that is the point at which it would be great to have lots of support, banners outside the Court House ( wherever 

that will be ), etc. We will keep you posted !!!

29/11/2017 17:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F896E5J4D/threat.png|Anti-1080 advocate efers to a non-specific threat made that "would have caused farmers problems" and had "international ramifications."> and commented: Source: 

<http://www.fishnhunt.co.nz/forum/YaBB.cgi?num=1502397543/152|www.fishnhunt.co.nz/forum/YaBB.cgi?num=1502397543/152>

4/12/2017 16:10

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8947TX17/ pg|Leader of anti-1080 group 100% Pure Taranaki publicly condemns threatening letter to DoC.> 5/12/2017 14:34

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F89045AKS/what___s_up_doc_1.docx.pdf|Article in Kapiti Independent criticising DoC over aerial 1080.> and commented: Note this publication regularly publishes anti-1080 articles. 5/12/2017 14:39

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F89045AKS/what___s_up_doc_1.docx.pdf|Article in Kapiti Independent criticising DoC over aerial 1080.>: <http://kapitiindependentnews.net.nz/whats-up-doc-1/#more-60086> 5/12/2017 14:39

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8APVHURM/fishing_outdoors_newspaper.pdf|Fishing Outdoors Newspaper commenting on threat by 'NZ Hunters' Group to shoot down helicopters> and commented: Note this article links them as being responsible for the illegal 

release of Sika deer.

5/12/2017 20:09
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Natex Letter 'declares war' on Department of Conservation over use of 1080

LEIGHTON KEITH, Taranaki Daily News

Last updated 14:10, December 5 2017

Anti-1080 protesters are vowing 'all out war' against the Department of Conservation with threats to take down its helicopters as they drop the controversial pesticide into Egmont National Park.

In a letter sent to the Department of Conservation and Fairfax Media the group, calling themselves the New Zealand Hunters, threatened to mount a war against the use of the pesticide.

"We are going to bring you bastard to your knees," it reads. "This will be a war like no other, you watch this happen around you. We the hunters of New Zealand have had enough of your bloody lies."

The letter threatened the "famous Egmont bush" on Mt Taranaki. 

DOC and the police have confirmed receipt of the new threats and were investigating.

In October the group released at least 30 sika deer around the region and now claims to have released another 25 in areas from Waverley to Waitara. This move was described as "eco-terrorism at its worst" by the Department of Conservation's director-general Lou Sanson.

Sanson would not speculate on who wrote the letter or why, as it is now a matter for the police to investigate.

"However these threats to DOC staff are taken very seriously and will not be tolerated.'

"I am appalled that someone would threaten our staff in this way as they are trying to go about their daily work to protect our native species and wildlife."

Sanson said it was important staff were able to get on with their job of protecting conservation areas without fear of being harmed or harassed.

DOC has put measures in place to protect staff and contractors, including asking staff to be more vigilant as they go about their daily work.

Most New Zealanders supported  DOC's work to protect native species and habitats and understood why it needed to use 1080 as part of the war against predators, he said.

Alan Simmons, co-leader of the NZ Outdoors Party, which has 8000 members, said he didn't believe genuine hunters would be involved.

"There is some absolute radical people and there's no telling what they would do but they are individuals," Simmons said.

"I can't believe that any organisation or group would have written that letter. No responsible people are going to come up with that sort of stuff."  

The group claims it's going to target the "famous Egmont bush" and threatens to attempt to bring the country's meat and milk industries to its knees.

"Now listen, we will take down helicopters who support 1080 drops. We will take down people one by one, blood will fall. Watch this happen."

The letter says the group intend to pick up pellets and target open milk vats and the inside of meat processing companies, "with the bros on the inside".

"Be warned DOC these hunters have more guns than you or the police.

"There is no respect for you bastards any more. Let the war begin. Just be very careful, stop using 1080."

Detective Senior Sergeant Brent Matuku said the region's CIB, who were investigating the initial release of the deer in October, were aware of the fresh threats and were making inquiries.

Last month DOC operations director David Speirs said they were looking into how the deer were released, where they came from and whether there was a link with anti-1080 protests.

DOC hunters had killed eight of the deer so far, which all had holes in their ears consistent with ear tag identification, commonly used in farmed deer, and more had been sighted, he said.

 - Stuff

6/12/2017 8:59

Natex Anti-1080 threats slammed as a smear campaign

Author Newstalk ZB Staff,  Section Audio,  Publish Date Tuesday, 5 December 2017, 7:52PM

Chris Wilkes says none of the anti-1080 protesters he knows are terrorists. 

The threats reportedly coming from an anti-1080 group could be an effort to undermine the movement, according to one campaigner.

Police are investigating threats made in letters reportedly from an anti-1080 group called the New Zealand Hunters, threatening to declare 'war' against the Department of Conservation.

Chair of 100% Pure Taranaki Chris Wilkes told Larry Williams every anti-1080 person he knows is just a normal Kiwi, but this seems like someone trying to be as extreme as possible.

He said a few people have made threats of violence and aggression towards anti-1080 advocates.

"It wouldn't surprise me if one of those people has taken it to the next level and decided to masquerade as one of the group to try to paint us all as dangerous fringe individuals."

Wilkes said the threats are scary and very disturbing, but are unlikely to come from the protesters he knows as they are simply concerned about indiscriminate poisoning in our forests.

"They're not terrorists, they're not violent people it just seems to me like someone is going out of their way to paint everyone with a brush. It seems like a smear campaign, in my opinion."

LISTEN TO CHRIS WILKES TALK WITH LARRY WILLIAMS 

<http://www.newstalkzb.co.nz/on-air/larry-williams-drive/audio/chris-wilkes-theyre-not-terrorists|www.newstalkzb.co.nz/on-air/larry-williams-drive/audio/chris-wilkes-theyre-not-terrorists>

6/12/2017 9:49

Natex Note Chris Wilkes is the chair of local anti-1080 group '100% Pure Taranaki'  who has actively protested against 1080 by blocking a road and also active in Greenpeace protests against oil and gas. 6/12/2017 9:50

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8ADGESHK/1080.png|1080 eyewitness reinforcing ban on violent posts.> 6/12/2017 15:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F89NQB82U/rahui.jpg|Promotion of rahui (ban) put on Taranaki waterways by the Ngatiawa ki Taranaki Trust blaming 1080 drops> and commented: Posted on '1080 eyewitness' but comment posted by  says it has been 

ignored!

: It was placed on the area after the last drop. asked me a few questions then did this. No one has paid it much attention.

6/12/2017 22:43

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8AE991CL/hate_doc.jpg|Anti-1080 protester selling a 'Hate DoC' personalised plate because the person it was bought for services DoC vehicles.> 6/12/2017 23:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8BTN82RM/threats.jpg|Admin on '1080 eyewitness.' Facebook page tightening on violent posts in the wake of the threats made to DoC in Taranaki.> 7/12/2017 11:25

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8A6BN76U/deleting.jpg|Admins on '1080 eyewitness.' deleting inflammatory comments and banning members who support the threatening letter sent to DoC.> 7/12/2017 11:36

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8A6BN76U/deleting.jpg|Admins on '1080 eyewitness.' deleting inflammatory comments and banning members who support the threatening letter sent to DoC.>: Note: Chris Wilkes is the leader of anti-1080 group '100% Pure 

Taranaki' who the media have been seeking for comment.

7/12/2017 11:36

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8BP0H1U6/Backgrounder_by_Dave__Hansford_on_recent_violence_by_elements_of_the_anti-1080_movement|Backgrounder by Dave  Hansford on recent violence by elements of the anti-1080 movement> 7/12/2017 13:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DGK7BQX/book_launch.png|Launch of anti-1080 book "The Killing Nation - New Zealand’s State-Sponsored Addiction to Poison 1080" written by Reihana Robinson> 11/12/2017 10:35

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DBTCU86/ ng|Online abuse by Wanganui anti-1080 activist directed at EPRO owner > 11/12/2017 14:48

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DHXV4CX/ ng|Wanganui activist explains the reasons for his antipathy  towards  OSPRI (which he claims is out to eradicate wild game at the behest of the meat industry).> and commented: Wanganui activist  

explains his belief system for dislking OSPRI so much.

11/12/2017 15:20

Natex Game Animal Council Condemns Threats by Anti 1080 Group

Friday, 8 December 2017, 9:04 am

Press Release: Game Animal Council

Game Animal Council Condemns Threats by Anti 1080 Group

“Those making threats to people’s lives, to aircraft and to contaminate our meat and milk should be pursued with the full force of the law and brought to justice” said Don Hammond, Chairman of the Game Animal Council.

The Game Animal Council is the statutory body that represents hunters’ interests in the sustainable management of New Zealand’s game animals for recreation, commerce and conservation.

A letter containing these threats has been sent to the Department of Conservation and Fairfax Media Group. In that letter the perpetrators have branded themselves as representatives of the hunting community.

“This could not be further from the truth” said Don Hammond. “The nature of the threats gives us a pretty good idea about what type of people wrote this letter and they are certainly not representative of the vast majority of law abiding New Zealand hunters”.

For most hunters it is about putting food on the table and, together with opportunities for tourism and farming, hunting is a major part of New Zealand life. The hunting community is a significant contributor to conservation in New Zealand. In Fiordland alone, hunters have spent over $700,000 and have donated 

1152 days labour, making possible 2 million trapping nights that have killed over 1500 stoats and 1200 rats, thus saving the lives of hundreds of thousands of native birds.

We will provide any help we can to identify and apprehend those responsible for the actions already taken and for making these threats since they threaten the future for hunting in New Zealand.

ENDS

11/12/2017 16:16

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8CLQST7B/Anti-1080_protesters__threats_to_human_life_inexcusablentitled|Anti-1080 protesters' threats to human life inexcusablentitled> 12/12/2017 18:17

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8D8KMEM9 pg|Southland protester laiming what is obviously psoriasis is the result of having 1080 dropped on him in the Eglington drop last year being bitten by "1080 infected sand flies"!> 13/12/2017 1:16

Natex Report on Facebook page '1080 Eyewitness Open' of attendance at National Parks Community Board meeting on 05 Dec 2017 by anti-1080 activists and

1 hr · Rangataua

Last weeks National Park Community Board, Dec 5th saw a commitment from to come and film me at the board and ask me searching questions on my views on 1080. As the meeting unfolded  arrived with a male companion whom I took to be  Both sat in silence throughout the 

meeting with either asking a question or making a complaint or statement. subsequently denied having attended and  won't say who attended with her. So it remains a mystery who actually attented and why. To set the record straight and to avoid further speculation as to what my position is I 

have drafted the following statement:

For me one of the most defining moments of the recent TB Free 1080 aerial drops of 1080 in our National Park was the reluctance of elected members to positively engage with the process and support the need for exercise to take place. Instead we stood on the sidelines expressing an almost palpable relief that it 

was not our call, leaving local iwi leaders to face an onslaught of verbal abuse from the outliers in the anti 1080 movement for granting permission for the drop to take place.

Decisions around the use of 1080 are not a matter for community boards. We are consulted on as a matter courtesy but have only the influence of person opinion. Nevertheless having chosen to take a leading role in our communities it is my view that it is incumbent upon us speak out and to face down the 

misinformation, fake news, personal abuse that goes with speaking out in support of reducing the incidence of TB in our national dairy and beef herds and the moral imperative of Kaitiakitanga of preserving out native species for future generations. 1080 has been in use for some time in New Zealand during that 

period a significant body of peer reviewed scientific research has shown its use to be both safe and effective.

It is of course a matter for my fellow board members to decide on how they choose to approach these issues and I should make it clear that I do not speak on their behalf nor on the behalf of my board, only for myself.

The use of 1080 is an emotive issue. Some will personally never sanction its use no matter what evidence is presented to demonstrate its safety and efficacy in reducing TB in our national herd and helping to preserve our threatened native species. A majority however see the importance these issues and are support 

the use of 1080 until an alternative can be found, I am one of them.

13/12/2017 9:39

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DMK2XC0/kea.jpg|Facebook poster by Nelson anti-1080 activist accusing Doc of killing kea.> 14/12/2017 10:46

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DVAEWEM/Fishing_and_Outdoors_newspaper_suggesting_1080_is_really_to_blame_in_Waikato_botulism_poisonings|Fishing and Outdoors newspaper suggesting 1080 is really to blame in Waikato botulism poisonings> 14/12/2017 16:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8EGE7DQ png| blaming 1080 for the demise of kea> and commented: enjoys a sizeable Facebook following, this post has received 810 likes and been shared 239 times. In has more than 

57,000 followers on Facebook.

14/12/2017 16:40

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DRFCTPA mp4 Facebook video where he accuses NZ of double standards at being outraged over death of a kitten but not animals from 1080.> 14/12/2017 17:06

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FBSPLH4/water.png ccusing DoC and OSPRI of poisoning water supplies.> and commented: His third anti-1080 post this week. 14/12/2017 17:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FB5DYD6/dunedin_demo.png|Discussion on '1080 eyewitness' of organising a protest against DoC's Dunedin office.> and commented: Comments made on Facebook page '1080 eyewitness' on 17 December. Note both

and are Dunedin-based artists. was prominent in protests by dog owners against OSPRI's Silverstrea aerial operation earlier this year.

18/12/2017 16:19

Harry Maher Ta 19/12/2017 10:28

Natex Kapakapanui possum control operation postponed

Monday, 18 December 2017, 12:53 pm

Press Release: OSPRI New Zealand

Kapakapanui possum control operation postponed

An aerial 1080 possum control operation in the Kapiti Coast foothills of the Tararua Ranges has been postponed until February 2018.

The Kapapapanui aerial operation, covering about 10,900 hectares between Akatarawa Road and the Otaki River, was planned for late winter/spring of 2017, but inclement weather prevented the operation’s timely completion.

The TBfree programme controls possum populations to eradicate bovine tuberculosis from New Zealand with a combination of comprehensive pest management, TB testing for cattle and deer and stock movement control.

The operation is designed to prevent the spread of TB from wildlife into the farmland and lifestyle blocks on the edges of the rugged bush terrain. Removing possums and rats also brings biodiversity benefits for the native plants and birds.

OSPRI’s North Island Programme Manager Alan Innes said the postponement was due to not being able to complete the operation in a suitable weather window prior to the Christmas/New Year period when the area is popular with recreational users. The area includes walking tracks of the Mangaone Walkway, 

Kapakapanui Track and Hut, Waiotauru and Parata tracks.

Signage warning dog owners about the danger of toxins will be installed at all public access points before any operation begins, and free muzzles will be available.

Mr Innes said, “We are now planning to undertake these operations in February 2018, during a suitable weather window. The exact date will be publicised nearer the time.”

“We would like to take this opportunity to thank the landowners and wider community for their on-going support of the TBfree programme,” he said.

19/12/2017 16:19

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8GPVPNE8/safe.png|Animal rights group SAFE declines to get involved in anti-1080 protest.> and commented: Posted on the Brook Valley Community Group Inc. Facebook page (public group). 20/12/2017 0:24

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8HQYQN4C/response_to_doc_oia_artucle_on_stuff.pdf|Response on 1080 eyewitness to Stuff article on OIA request over threats to DoC staff.> and commented: Response on 1080 eyewitness to Stuff article on OIA request over threats 

to DoC staff.

21/12/2017 16:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8HTC1M6W/former_doc_manager_speaks_out_against_doc..pdf|Former DoC manager speaks out against DoC over use of security guards.> 21/12/2017 23:24

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8J043VHS/stop_poisoning_coromandel_peninsula.pdf|Reaction on Facebook page Stop Poisoning Coromandel Peninsula to article about OIA on threats to DoC staff.> 22/12/2017 1:03

Natex Nothing posted on the Facebook page Stop1080 NOW about the Stuff article about the OIA on threats to Doc staff. This page has 2,838 members. 22/12/2017 1:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8K18D6B1/1080_eyewitness_comments.pdf|Reaction on Facebook page 1080 eyewitness to Stuff article about OIA re threats to Doc staff.> and commented: General consensus of the members of this page is one of outrage and highly 

dismissive of the concerns (ie: it is 'fake news').

22/12/2017 1:30

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8J4SH535 pdf|Commentary on public Facebook page in response to Stuff article on OIA of threats against Doc staff.> 22/12/2017 9:40

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8L6MFJ5Q/Cameron_Slater_implies_1080_was_to_blame_for_Waikato_botulism_case|Cameron Slater implies 1080 was to blame for Waikato botulism case> 29/12/2017 17:24

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8M2GHSRL/Kapiti_Independent_article_criticising_storage_of_1080_at_121__Thomas_Road__Tua_Marina__Marlborough_|Kapiti Independent article criticising storage of 1080 at 121, Thomas Road, Tua Marina, Marlborough.> 29/12/2017 17:27

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8L9M35TN/Opposition_to_DoC_Rakitu_Island_brodifacoum_aerial_drop_|Opposition to DoC Rakitu Island brodifacoum aerial drop.> 30/12/2017 0:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8LPTDDUL/carol.png|Wanaka activist refutes all the allegations of violence made against anti-1080 activists.> 1/01/2018 11:50

Natex Letter to the Editor, Wanganui Chronicle 02 Jan 2018

Poisoning kiwi

Kiwi can - and do - thrive without 1080.

It is ironic that the Department of Conservation takes kiwi eggs from the Ureweras — Okahu Valley to be precise — to repopulate areas they have poisoned with 1080. That should be telling them that what they are doing in other areas isn't working at Pukaha, monitored kiwi numbers and they have 

declined from 120 to four despite a 1080 drop every year for the past three years, bait stations every 100 metres and traplines every 200 metres. 

What is the result? Rabbit plagues on surrounding farmland that prompted farmers to sell. And the decline of kiwi despite constant additions of kiwi chicks. Pest control has not been of benefit to kiwi there.Habitat restoration, targeted pest control that doesn't poison their food source, and reduced human 

interference is what benefits kiwi, and that is demonstrated where they thrive.Go and listen to kiwi in the Okahu Valley, where Tuhoe have said no to 1080. Go to Stewart Island — approximately 17,000 kiwi. And yet our government is going to aerially poison them.

 Bulls

2/01/2018 13:10

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8LTQAW2X/website.png|Conspiracy Theorist website accuses DoC of 'Testing 1080 on Immigrants"> and commented: This relates to the Waikato  botulism wild pork case.

See full post at: <https://tinyurl.com/y9fd5ujc>

2/01/2018 23:05

Natex Thirty minute YouTube video by The Graf Boys alleging the Waikato botulism case was in fact caused by 1080.

<https://youtu.be/cjMCSjs8ICw>

2/01/2018 23:14

Natex Wild boar meat ruled out as cause of Waikato family's poisoning

22 Dec, 2017 4:27pm 

<http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&amp;objectid=11964847|www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&amp;objectid=11964847>

Wild boar meat is being ruled out as the cause after a Waikato family was poisoned.

Shibu Kochummen, 35, his wife Subi Babu, 33, and his mother Alekutty Daniel, 62, were found on the floor of their Putaruru home on November 10.

They had just eaten a wild boar curry.

The Waikato District Health Board said today botulism and 1080 tests both came back negative.

Medical Officer of Health Dr Richard Vipond said: "Investigations are ongoing, however there has been no evidence of any public health threat. There is also no evidence that the family's illness was caused by the pork they consumed. It is great news that the family continue to recover."

The Ministry for Primary Industries reminded people to follow good food safety practices during the warmer months.

That including washing hands and practicing the "three c's" – cook, clean, chill – which could prevent food borne illness.

More information on food safety practices can be found on MPI's website.

Kochummen and Daniel didn't regain consciousness until late December and Babu did so on December 2.

2/01/2018 23:24

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8M2D92TE/lied.png maintaining Waikato Health Board lied about the test results in the botulism poisoning case.> 3/01/2018 0:42

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8LBE8YUQ/poster.png|Latest anti-DoC poster by 3/01/2018 0:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8NKFBZUN ng|Nelson anti-1080 lawye has inserted herself into the Waikato 'wild pork poisoning'  case.> and commented: In the video supports ontention 1080 can't be ruled out - there is 

currently a sustained campaign going on by the anti-1080 movement to try to prove 1080 was at the root of the poisoning.

See: <http://www.facebook.com/clyde.graf/videos/1766800980031898/|www.facebook.com ideos/1766800980031898/>

4/01/2018 10:08

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8N0G901X/rakitu.png|Petition to stop DoC's aerial operation on Rakitu Island.> and commented: <http://www.toko.org.nz/petitions/stop-the-rakitu-drop|www.toko.org.nz/petitions/stop-the-rakitu-drop>? 5/01/2018 21:00

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8P9XTC04/petition.png|198 sign petition to stop the Rakitu Island Brodifacoum drop.> 8/01/2018 11:27

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8P9GU2RF/death.png|Anti-1080 activists still trying to link the November 2016 deaths of two trampers in the Tararua Forest Park to 1080.> 9/01/2018 11:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8PNV7YMR/dept.png|Derogatory photography accompanying post above on 1080 eyewitness Facebook page re death of two trampers.> 9/01/2018 12:23

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8QH11BNH/protest.png|Activist Trying to drum up support for protest at DoC Kea conservation talk at Te Anau on 6 February.> 10/01/2018 12:35

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8RET74T1/protest.png|Protest planning by anti-1080 activists for 06 Feb Kea Conservation Trust event at Te Anau DoC Visitor Centre.> 10/01/2018 13:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8S752YMV/pestoff.png|Wakefield activist Turns Pestoff Data sheets into anti-1080 poster.> 11/01/2018 15:57

Natex Latest video in the 'Stop the Drop' YouTube Channel - "A Teenager's View on poisons. Interview with Nelson school girl Part 1.

<https://youtu.be/Fb1LcTb0ZyE>

15/01/2018 18:47

Natex Five anti-1080 videos have now been added to this channel.

<http://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP4zcBzAfIlNbVAzfXTCCuw|www.youtube.com/channel/UCP4zcBzAfIlNbVAzfXTCCuw>

15/01/2018 18:48

Natex :joy: 15/01/2018 19:05

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8SPL50AG/sollys_freight.png|Activist approaches Sollys Freight to establish if they cart 1080.> and commented: Posted on '1080 eyewitness' Facebook. 15/01/2018 19:16
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Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8TC08QAG/rakitu_island_drop.png|Update on Great Barrier Islanders opposition to Rakitu Island drop.> and commented: Note this is a brodifacoum operation. News item claims half the population of Great Barrier Island has signed the 

petition.

16/01/2018 22:52

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8SPFJFPS/Sco Opinion_Piece_-_High_poison_residues_in_New_Zealand_wildlife_|Scoop Opinion Piece -"High poison residues in New Zealand wildlife"> 16/01/2018 23:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8TT112EN png planning another video about alleged poisoning of Putaruru family from wild pork.> 17/01/2018 13:04

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8W6DU2VC/Kapiti_Independent_News_article_on_Rakitu_Island_aerial_operation_by_DoC|Kapiti Independent News article on Rakitu Island aerial operation by DoC> 19/01/2018 18:36

Natex Offensive behaviour' charges laid over Nick Smith rat poison protest

<https://www.stuff.co.nz/nelson-mail/news/100732144/offensive-behaviour-charges-laid-over-nick-smith-rat-poison-protest>

Nelson MP Nick Smith is pleased police have taken the alleged rat poison incident seriously.

Police have laid charges following a protest against then-Environment Minister Nick Smith at the Nelson Market last year.

In September, Nelson MP Smith said two protesters rubbed rat poison on him while he was at his National Party caravan at the Saturday markets.

Detective Senior Sergeant Craig Johnston confirmed two people had been charged with offensive behaviour and would appear in the Nelson District Court in early February.

At the time of the reported incident, Rose Renton admitted she had been involved and said it was "symbolic statement" against a controversial poison drop.

Following the reported incident, medicinal cannabis campaigner Rose Renton publicly admitted involvement, stating she had been making a "symbolic statement" against the Brook Valley poison drop. She denied Smith's allegation that she rubbed poison in his face.

Renton is the mother of Nelson teenager Alex Renton who was the first Kiwi to be treated with imported medicinal cannabis. He died in July 2015.

When contacted on Friday, Renton said she was not prepared to comment on the charges.

The alleged incident coincided with the first of three drops of bait laced with the poison brodifacoum at the nature reserve the Brook Waimarama Sanctuary, near Nelson.

Smith said he "welcomed" the fact police had taken the incident seriously.

"The Nelson Market is actually a very friendly, diverse place in which all sorts of opinions and views are held and expressed but should be done so in a peaceful way," he said.

He had been attending the markets for 20 years and said international visitors often commented how "good it is" for the public to have access to a Member of Parliament.

"And that is only possible if it is safe," he said, adding that the poison incident had "crossed the line".

 - Stuff

19/01/2018 21:37

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X9Z8S9M/hunua_drop.png|Protest planning meeting against the upcoming Hunua drop.> 22/01/2018 13:14

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8WR0GXTN/james_smith.png|Latest James Smith anti-1080 poster.> 23/01/2018 11:12

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8WRF8M1Q/Infonews_article_claims_1080_poisoned_Waikato_family|Infonews article claims 1080 poisoned Waikato family> 23/01/2018 11:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8Y5PM8G7/video.png|New anti-1080 video on YouTube regurgitates the old claims 1080 is a money making scam by politicians.> and commented: <https://youtu.be/6VaxkOFAauA> 24/01/2018 0:36

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X7MU56H/drops.pn disputes aerial drop figures for the Waikato.> 24/01/2018 0:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8Y5Y3RFZ/pork.png rying to contact the hunter who sold the wild pork to the Kochummen family> and commented: post makes it quite clear he blames 1080. 24/01/2018 0:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X1ND551 ng s the author of the infonews 1080 article (above).> 24/01/2018 1:21

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X48BF8U png|Wanganui anti-1080 activist accusing DoC New Plymouth office of polluting local waterways.> 24/01/2018 1:27

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8XL8AKK7/shed.png|Activists celebrate destruction by fire of storage shed.> 24/01/2018 12:01

Harry Maher Well spotted Gerry 24/01/2018 14:15

Natex Thanks Harry 24/01/2018 14:18

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X2C8RK3/fire.png|Numerous posts of this sentiment on 1080 eyewitness celebrating the destruction of the Horowhenua storage depot.> 24/01/2018 14:43

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X2C8RK3/fire.png|Numerous posts of this sentiment on 1080 eyewitness celebrating the destruction of the Horowhenua storage depot.>: Sadly James its looking that way. 24/01/2018 15:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X2KLE01/fire.jpg|Horowhenua storage shed believed to be arson.> 24/01/2018 15:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8YEEFLPQ/fire.jpg|continuation of article above re storage shed fire.> 24/01/2018 15:07

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X1QAKQQ/NZ_Herald_coverage_of__Levin_1080_storage_shed_fire|NZ Herald coverage of  Levin 1080 storage shed fire> 24/01/2018 20:17

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8YGW5Y78/Reference_to_1080_in_Murchison_bee_deaths|Reference to 1080 in Murchison bee deaths> 24/01/2018 20:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8ZA2KC6T/waiau_river.png|Speculation on FishnHunt Forum that the St James on the east side of Waiau River is to be subjected to 1080.> 25/01/2018 13:06

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8Z8YJD38/activist_posts_result_of_oias_to_doc_and_ospri_regarding_contracted_security_guard_services_.txt|Activist posts result of OIAs to DoC and OSPRI regarding contracted security guard services.> 25/01/2018 22:25

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8ZF3HQNT/powow.png|POW WOW to STOP 1080 HUNUA DROP> 25/01/2018 22:32

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8Z1N2KRQ g posting result of OIA to DoC, says he plans more.> 26/01/2018 19:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8ZKV2H0 ng| referring to Pestoff website in his ongoing campaign to try to prove Putaruru family were poisoned by 1080.> 28/01/2018 11:39

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F90071CRG/comments_on_abc.pdf|Summary of relevant threatening comments on Facebook page 'ABC's of 1080' in response to a post on 25 January promoting the views of a Wainuiomata activist.> and commented: Note: despite the 

claim by the admin of this page saying "we are 61K strong" this may only relate to views of this post. The post has in fact attracted only 420 likes and 185 comments - the most extreme of which are captured in the attached. 

This Facebook page appears to be run by the owners of the Te Ora Lodge in  Pelorus Sound. See: <http://www.abbey-oceania.org.nz/tiraora/contact|www.abbey-oceania.org.nz/tiraora/contact>

29/01/2018 16:18

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry 29/01/2018 16:26

Harry Maher Are you able to get a location for the ones making "shoot them down" threats? 29/01/2018 16:32

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F906TQ04V/locations_of_persons_making_references_to_shooting_down_helicopters.pdf|Locations of persons making references to shooting down helicopters on the 'ABC's of 1080' Facebook page (above).> 29/01/2018 22:48

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry 30/01/2018 7:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9015DGS ng|Te Anau activist trying to encourage anti-1080 supporters to attend Kea Conservation talk at DoC TeAnau office on 06 February.> and commented: Posted on 1080 in Fiordland Facebook page - but no other 

support for protest posted after from the above comments. Note:  are associates with and previously protested with him against aerial operations in the Eglinton Valley.

30/01/2018 17:45

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F91G2CZK8 png| eposting details of past operations by HeliOtago and details of Helicopter, ZK-HJK.> 30/01/2018 17:50

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F904715G ng continues to allege HeliOtago poisoned him.> 30/01/2018 17:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9048A7LZ ng ontinues to try to drum up support for protest at Kea Conservation Trust Waitangi Day talk.> and commented: All comments posted in response to the above post:

ERMA GUIDLELINES ARE WRITTEN TO BE FOLLOWED EVEN BY FOC

1d

: FOC - is that a new name for DOC :wink:

1d

 Yep

1d

  Fuckup our country F O C ... Formally DOC...

3h

: I wish I could be there!!!

1d

 Stop dropping 1080 POISON so simple

1d

 There is an easy solution to save Kea. Stop the drops :disappointed:

23h

 Stop 1080 drops .

20h

30/01/2018 17:58

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F901E1K6U/comments_to pdf|All comments posted to 06 Jan Fb post about protesting at the Kea Conservation Trust meeting on 06 Feb.> and commented: Comments of concern highlighted. 30/01/2018 18:23

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry. So summary is 'possible protest action but not expected to be large?' 31/01/2018 7:34

Natex Hi Harry it’s looking that way - a number of statements to attend and ask difficult questions and mount an anti-1080 display outside but nothing formally organised and my assessment is that it will be adhoc and left to individuals on the day. But yes not large numbers of opponents to 1080 or DoC’s operations likely to 

attend. 

31/01/2018 8:21

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry 31/01/2018 8:33

Natex :+1: 31/01/2018 21:26

Natex Profile of of Dunedin who on the 'ABCs of 1080' Facebook page on  threatened to shoot down helicopters associated with aerial 1080 operations.

Full Name:

Occupation: 

DOB:

Address: not Dunedin as his Facebook profile states. It seems he is originally from Dunedin, nog resident there.

Known associates:  is not Facebook friends with any high profile anti-1080 activists of note

He is not a member of any anti-1080`Facebook groups

His Facebook profile does hot show evidence that he owns or has access to a firearm

Relationship status: hares ownership of

He owns a

He owns a

He has a young son with

He has

1/02/2018 1:05

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry 1/02/2018 8:38

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F91BHB0JC/image_uploaded_from_ios.png 1/02/2018 15:50

Harry Maher Are you working today Gerry? 5/02/2018 8:28

Gavin Clark Hi Harry he is away but monitoring the channel, is there anything I or the team can assist with? 5/02/2018 8:29

Gavin Clark Direct Message Gerry and I 5/02/2018 8:30

Harry Maher Thanks Gavin. I just wanted someone to provide an update on possible protest action at a meeting planned for Te Anau tomorrow. 5/02/2018 8:56

Gavin Clark Will check and come back to you. 5/02/2018 8:56

Harry Maher Thanks 5/02/2018 8:57

Gavin Clark Gerry will provide comment later 5/02/2018 10:57

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F93HACBB5 pg|Rangiora anti-1080 activist venting spleen against DoC Threatened Species Ambassador.> 5/02/2018 11:14

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9316H8L8 on_oia.jpg|Wanganui activist ommenting on DoC-OSPRI OIAs.> 5/02/2018 11:39

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F93KYBRA8 g|Wakefield poster activist argeting Nicola Toki> 5/02/2018 12:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F934DRYRX/whataroa.jpg|Commentary on Whataroa ZIP operation> 5/02/2018 12:30

Natex Hi Harry, at this stage there has been no update to  original post of 06 January trying to drum up support for attendance at this Te Anau meeting. herself has given no indication herself that she will be attending. 5/02/2018 13:33

Natex 1080 Poison Protest Action TPPA (Facebook)

February 4 at 11:44am

UPDATE ON POW WOW from last weekend to 

STOP the 1080 HUNUA DROP! 

Anyone who missed last weekend and wants to find out what’s cooking please come today:

Sunday 4th February 2018 

to

Phone or mobile  for details . . . :}

6/02/2018 0:16

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry 6/02/2018 11:20

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F94FD3H0S png|  attending Waitangi Day Kea Conservation Trust meeting at Te Anau.> 6/02/2018 23:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F95B6QJA2/ ng|Southland activist Shane Wilson photo coverage of protest at Te Anau Kea Conservation Trust meeting 06 February.> 6/02/2018 23:25

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F95B82EJ2 jpg|Nelson activist attends Te Anau Kea Conservation Trust meeting 06 Feb 2018> 6/02/2018 23:28

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F93RW6Z7S pg|Further public Facebook post of Te Anau protest 06 Feb 2018.> 6/02/2018 23:35

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F93UYV4SD gives his opinion of the Te Anau Kea Conservation Trust meeting on 06 Feb 2018.> 6/02/2018 23:42

Harry Maher Thanks Gerry 7/02/2018 8:00

Harry Maher Te Anau DOC crew very appreciative of the early heads-up on this one Gerry. Gave them lots of time to get ahead of the protesters. Great work. 7/02/2018 9:35

Natex You’re welcome Harry. I see has uploaded a video of the event  and will have a look at capturing it. 7/02/2018 10:04

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F95QQCRFG/no_sound.png| has posted (publicly) a video of yesterday's questions from activists at the Te Anau Kea Conservation Trust meeting - but there is no sound recorded!> 7/02/2018 11:44

Natex opinion of yesterday's Kea Conservation Trust meeting in Te Anau (public Facebook comments):

 We were welcomed and no not satisfactory answers

3h

: Glad you were welcomed at least.

3h

 Welcomed by the police lol

2h

: Dont give a dam about the cops, want to know what the public think.

2h

 really quite (sic) crowd no real stand outers other than us

1h

7/02/2018 11:48

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F94V3L56Y/andersons_helicopters.pdf sharing this post relating to Andersons Helicopters on multiple anti-1080 Facebook pages.> 7/02/2018 12:31

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9640UNA2/public_posts_by_christchurch_anti-1080_campaigner_and_former_gp xt|Public posts by Christchurch anti-1080 campaigner and former GP > 8/02/2018 1:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96A0L4T1 bio.png Bio> 8/02/2018 1:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F94JM748 promoting _s_allegations_of_sub-lethal_1080_poisoning_of_people.png| promoting  allegations of sub-lethal 1080 poisoning of people.> 8/02/2018 1:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F958CE3FU continues_her_campaign_against_anderson_helicopters.png continues her campaign against Anderson Helicopters.> 8/02/2018 1:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9644MP8E ecruits o support his claim Putaruru family were poisoned by 1080.> 8/02/2018 2:00

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F95BZPHDK/letter_one.jpg|Page one of upportive letter that family were poisoned by 1080.> 8/02/2018 2:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F955KKWUT/letter_two.jpg|Page two o supportive letter that family were poisoned by 1080.> 8/02/2018 2:03

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96HVDMPY/_No_to_1080_Use_in_NZ__Facebook_appealing_for_people__harmed_by_1080__to_contact_them|'No to 1080 Use in NZ' Facebook appealing for people "harmed by 1080" to contact them> 8/02/2018 14:47

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F973AT0D8 seeking_information_on_ospri_operations_for_the_tauaruas.png eeking information on OSPRI operations for the Tauaruas.> 10/02/2018 19:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F97UFV2DC/opposition_to_rotenone_operations_in_the_waimea_inlet_-_brook_valley_group.png|Opposition to rotenone operations in the Waimea Inlet by DoC.> 10/02/2018 20:06
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Natex Activist report on Te Anau Kea Conservation Trust meeting on 06 February

 Facebook (public post)

10.22pm 10 Feb2018

44 KEA BANDED IN AN AREA THAT HAS NEVER BEEN 1080-POISONED

I was told two weeks ago by a member of the survey party that these Kea were all caught and banded in the Mid Burn valley - which is in the Stuart Mountains as is said here. This area has never been 1080 poisoned. Where there has been no poison, Kea numbers are still OK.

Where there has been 1080 poison they are not.

For example, before the Kepler Mountains aerial 1080 drop in Fiordland, the Spring before last, there were 6 to 12 resident Kea at any one time at the Luxmore Hut. They disappeared after the drop. Recently one has been seen there occasionally - that is all.

The Kea Conservation Trust will still not face up to the fact that 1080 is killing Kea - even DoC studies show at the average rate of around 12% of Keas disappearing per drop area.

On 6 February the Kea Conservation Trust ( Tamsin Orr-Walker Chair ) held a public meeting at the DoC Visitor Centre in Te Anau.

 was there and sent me this report :

"Just back from the KK Trust meeting. spouting her stuff at Te Anau.

A few of us were there early - who I didn't know was going, plus four other blokes. More arrived at the meeting.

Put up my bill board up on the back of the HiLux and within 10 minutes cops arrived wanting to know what was going on, Jim chatted him up and he went away happy with another cop car behind. I suppose they have to watch out for these vicious pensioners.

Into the meeting and the usual dribble ran down chin for three quarters of an hour, then question time, yahoo ! First one from F&amp;Bird wanting to know when an effective Kea repellant was going to be found for the 1080 baits.  said "We have spent $40,000 trying to find one. The rats won't 

touch the baits with what was tried. No more money." So it's business as usual.

The diversional feeding of Kea got a mention as well when the catch cry now is "a fed Kea is a dead Kea".

Fiordland Wapiti Foundation helped capture Kea in the Stuart Mountains. Don't know how big the area of study but 44 were caught, and two females radio tagged who most likely will be hassled next breeding season. Blood taken only two with low levels of lead, ( yet something like 32 from memory out of about 40 

had serious levels of lead in the Mt Cook and other main divide areas ). My turn : "Don't you think that the thousands of kgs of buckshot used by DoC to cull wild animals has something to do with that ?" said "Lead nails, flashing and wheel weights off cars are a problem". Me : "So you don't think a thar shot 

with buckshot and a few Kea eating the animal wouldn't have access to the lead ?" She did admit it could be a problem.

For the hunters among you, the well known  who has worked helicopters in Fiordland since before Jesus was born, told her that "stoats had been there over a hundred years and where 1080 was dropped on the Keplers to get rid of them all the Kea disappeared". He had a few goes at her. Talking to  

afterwards, he estimated on one hunting trip he would see over a hundred Kea in groups upwards of a dozen in each gully. He estimated Kea numbers of well over a thousand, maybe two thousand, in the areas he carries out deer recovery. No 1080 used in these areas yet where 1080 is used they disappear. He's a 

very pissed off man.

The bloke I stayed with is a Wapiti Foundation Trust founding member. He gave his phone number and urged her to make contact.

There were another one or two who had a go at her, and that's when a DoC joker stepped in to rescue her and waffled on about Josh Kemp's studies showing 1080 was working !"

10/02/2018 22:29

Natex  is identical with hunter of Oamaru. See reference below.

<http://tasmaniantimes.com/index.php/article/why-does-1080-poison-make-kiwis-like-lewis-angry>

10/02/2018 22:32

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F983FG1GW/Waikato_Regional_Councillor_blaming_1080_for_poisoning_of_Kochumman_family_|Waikato Regional Councillor blaming 1080 for poisoning of Kochumman family.> 11/02/2018 13:26

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96JCMM08/aotea_poison_free.png|Aotea Poison Free2020 is the group opposing the Rakitu Island brodifacoum drop.> 11/02/2018 15:03

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9757H1LK/rakitu_island.png|Aotea PoisonFree 2020 critical of National Geographic Society Blog in support of DoC pest control on Rakitu Island.> 11/02/2018 15:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9847LWTG/tararuas.png|Further IMG commentary opposing OSPRI's planned operations for the Tararuas.> 11/02/2018 17:23

Natex 11/02/2018 17:34

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F975P7M0B/Activist_commentary_on_1080_eyewitness_Facebook_re_Ross___Whataroa_public_meetings_14-15_Feb_2018|Activist commentary on 1080 eyewitness Facebook re Ross &amp; Whataroa public meetings 14-15 Feb 2018> 11/02/2018 17:42

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F97BY5B19 falsely_claims_kiwi_killed_by_dogs_were_victims_of_1080_poisoning_ falsely claims kiwi killed by dogs were victims of 1080 poisoning.> 12/02/2018 18:06

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F97CWC8TD/Waikato_animal_rights_activist_criticises_Doc_for_use_of_brodifacoum___1080|Waikato animal rights activist criticises Doc for use of brodifacoum &amp; 1080> 12/02/2018 20:55

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F97CWC8TD/Waikato_animal_rights_activist_criticises_Doc_for_use_of_brodifacoum___1080|Waikato animal rights activist criticises Doc for use of brodifacoum &amp; 1080> s a prominent Waikato animal 

rights activist

12/02/2018 20:55

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98JW5Q7R/Coromandel_Group_demands_halt_to_funding_for_1080_operations_on_private_land_|Coromandel Group demands halt to funding for 1080 operations on private land.> 12/02/2018 23:01

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98JW5Q7R/Coromandel_Group_demands_halt_to_funding_for_1080_operations_on_private_land_|Coromandel Group demands halt to funding for 1080 operations on private land.>: Among the claims this group make is 

that 1080 has been implicated in the near-fatal poisoning of three Waikato residents after they ate wild pork

12/02/2018 23:01

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98D3J970/Thames_Coromandel_District_Council_statement_on_use_of_1080_|Thames Coromandel District Council statement on use of 1080.> 12/02/2018 23:08

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F982UTKK7/1080_youtube.png|Youtube video addressing the "1080 tin foil hat brigade"> and commented: Note this video has an "age restriction" rating and shows scenes of some of the worst behaviour of anti-1080 activists including a 

woman throwing a tumor at a DoC employee at a meeting at the Devonport Yacht Club on 14 October 2009.

<https://youtu.be/soOR5obIMOc>

13/02/2018 10:07

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F982UTKK7/1080_youtube.png|Youtube video addressing the "1080 tin foil hat brigade">: Youtube

Sass The Normies

Published on Feb 1, 2018

In my 'Unwrapping the tinfoil' series, I'm going to be peeling back the layers and taking a skeptical look at various conspiracy theories, woo, and general B.S. artistry. 

In my very first video, I'm examining New Zealands use of the pest control poison, 1080 and delving into the opposition to its use. From hijacked helicopters to launching extracted tumours, the opposition has been colorful to say the least - rather than get too bogged down with facts and statistics(as they are really a 

forgone conclusion at this point), I'll be taking you on more of a lighthearted jaunt down crazy lane!

13/02/2018 10:10

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F980RCERG/Wanaka_activist defends claim_kiwi_were_killed_by_1080_|Wanaka activist efends claim kiwi were killed by 1080.> 13/02/2018 11:33

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98122DT4/Opinion_piece_by urging_people_to__fight_back__against_the_use_of_1080_|Opinion piece by urging people to "fight back" against the use of 1080.> 13/02/2018 11:57

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98122DT4/Opinion_piece_by urging_people_to__fight_back__against_the_use_of_1080_|Opinion piece by urging people to "fight back" against the use of 1080.>: In the article continues to push 

his belief the  Kochumman  family were poisoned by a non-lethal dose of 1080.

13/02/2018 11:57

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X2C8RK3/fire.png|Numerous posts of this sentiment on 1080 eyewitness celebrating the destruction of the Horowhenua storage depot.>: Thanks for the update James, news reports seem to support that belief also and 

there has been noone in the anti-1080 claim responsibility, including the crowd who say they released the sika deer.

13/02/2018 17:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F984DDYAE/ecofx.png|Abuse directed at Ecofx by anti-1080 IMG Anti 1080 Action Ruapehu.> 13/02/2018 18:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F990FHTUN in_defence_of_dead_kiwi_claim.pdf|Numerous activists post in defence of dead kiwi claim.> 13/02/2018 18:58

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F988CDDCM/bored.jpg|New anti-1080 Facebook page set up for National Park area.> and commented: National Park Community bored, speak your mind. 

<http://www.facebook.com/groups/280257482504406/|www.facebook.com/groups/280257482504406/>

13/02/2018 19:04

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F989305LJ ng|Blenheim anti-1080 activist hreatening to hunt people involved in 1080 operations.> and commented: comment was posted in reply to  publicly posting his Scoop opinion piece 

on pig hunting on his personal Facebook page.

14/02/2018 1:42

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F988JS0JY 1.png ppears to have access to firearms.> and commented: See post above. 14/02/2018 1:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F99H82MTQ/russel_norman_backs_1080.png|Greenpeace boss Russel Norman critical of anti-1080 fake news effort by activist > 14/02/2018 13:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F985NTB6V ng|Wellington anti-1080 proteste moving to Dunedin.> 14/02/2018 13:27

Natex National welcomes continuation of 1080 policy

Thursday, 15 February 2018, 12:32 pm

Press Release: New Zealand National Party

National welcomes continuation of 1080 policy

A reassurance from the Department of Conservation (DOC) that there has been no change in policy over the use of 1080 poison is welcome, National’s Conservation Spokesperson Maggie Barry says.

“At today’s annual review the Director General, Lou Sanson, reassured the Environment Select Committee that not only has there been no change in 1080 policy, but DOC expects to expand its use.

“This approach is critical to achieving National’s long term Predator-Free NZ by 2050 vision. Possums, rats and stoats kill 25 million birds a year, and if DOC was hamstrung from using 1080, we would see further unique species becoming extinct.

“Anti-1080 campaigners will be furious with New Zealand First after today’s revelations given the Party campaigned on banning 1080 yet is now part of a Government that is endorsing and expanding its use.

“This is just another example of New Zealand First and Winston Peters reneging on their election commitments.

“New Zealand First needs to stop playing politics when it comes to the survival of New Zealand’s native species and acknowledge that 1080 is an essential part of the toolkit for ensuring the survival of our ironic birds like kiwi, kaka and kokako.

“Mr Sanson did, however, emphasise that DOC needs a social license to continue this approach and we acknowledge that.

“It’s also extremely concerning to hear of the number of incidences of violence and threats carried out towards DOC staff by the anti-1080 lobby and we support any measure to combat those.

“I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank and congratulate DOC on the progress staff and rangers are making towards their ambitious 2025 ‘stretch goals’.

15/02/2018 14:51

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F98P7QRK2 starts_a_register_of_alleged__unintended_1080_poisoning_events__ tarts a register of alleged "unintended 1080 poisoning events."> 15/02/2018 15:04

 Commentary on 1080 eyewitness re upcoming Whataroa drop

  to 1080 eyewitness.

January 28 at 12:29pm · 

 

Front page of the Greymouth Star (Saturday 27th January 2018) - Intense 1080 planned at Whataroa. To be done by Zip - double 1080 drop at the Perth River Catchment 12,000ha - similar to the double drop in Haast.

Comments

 - coming to a place near you

2w

 Is there anything left in Haast after that last double drop? Other than the rats they released.

1w

 giving it a flogging again

 2w

It's the poison pushing psychopaths who need the flogging, not the birds!

2w

totally agree so much for it working then double the amount 2 years after the last bastard how long do they think these lies will hold up

2w

Fucken wankers!!

1w

 F..kers

2w

At the river catchment???? Jesus! Are they trying to kill someone?  :weary:

2w

 No just all the kea and thar

2w

They are trying to kill everyone and everything.

Poison Pushing Psychopaths.

2w

 Their mentality is beyond me

2w

 greed $ is key

2w

 This is getting way beyond a joke ffs!

2w

It is a "Legal" criminal act.

It is immoral.

It is stupid.

It is insane.

The perpetrators of this crime are greedy, insane psychopaths.

2w

Nutters

2w

So has Winnie reneged on his election promise, seems once they get in nothing changes just different party.

2w

They'll be trying to kill off the chamios in there as well.

2w

 The article mention's Thar being a popular hunting ocupation.

1w

Very close to me. said he wanted to talk with key people was suggested and told no came through the ranks from a track cutter and cannot tell the difference between awarbler and a group of little spotted stags . Talking birdlife not rude

2w

 is 100% inDoCtrinated. He's so far up his own arse he's forgotten that his shit actually stinks.

Why so they can let rats go again without the risk of them being predated on?

 1w

When is the poisoning taking place?

1w

 Oh no oh no oh no oh no

I live in Whataroa

1w

holley Get up in the bush with a video camera and do a 3 hour walk then again after the drop doc won't

1w

It will link up with bullshit ops from TBfree , Hokitika river to Franz/Fox.

1w

  :face_palm::female_sign:

1w

once to kil everything and the second to make sure NOTHING lives.

1w

 What the fuck

1w

 What part of "highly toxic, broad spectrum poison" don't they understand?

1w

 Arrogant dictatorial profiteering politics! VOTE OF NO CONFIDENCE FOR THE GOVERNMENT!!!!!

1w

Justification for A) drop B) double dose. ERMA GUIDELINES APPLY

1w

 Time this was all stopped would be nice to know who authorises these drops

1w
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Natex Horizons depot cleared of all hazardous substances

Friday, 16 February 2018, 3:20 pm

Press Release: Horizons Regional Council

Horizons Regional Council’s Levin depot has been cleared of all hazardous substances following a fire that damaged property, equipment and vehicles in January.

Horizons chief executive says the depot was used to store herbicides for weeds, 1080, brodifacoum, feratox (cyanide), and some rabbit toxins.

“Fortunately these were securely contained in a pesticide store in the building. The 1080 casing was damaged but contained all of the poison as it was designed to do.

“This meant there was no contamination from poisons burning and all run-off associated with the fire was contained on site.”

 says the hazardous substances were not removed immediately following the fire to ensure their casings did not break.

“While the casings performed well during the fire, we did not want to risk moving them until we could ensure this could be done without risk to the environment or human health.

“As a result we engaged Waste Management Technical Services to safely remove and dispose of the hazardous substances. This was a complex and time consuming task and we’re pleased to report it has now been completed.

“All known poisons on site have been accounted for and we’re confident that we have done due diligence for managing the incident.”

 says the site has been under 24 hour security since the fire occurred and will remain closed to staff and the public until further notice. The investigation into the fire is still in progress.

Horizons has three dedicated staff who work out of the Levin depot and undertake pest control in the Horowhenua district. They are currently working from temporary Horowhenua District Council facilities.

ENDS

16/02/2018 22:50

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CKG4FD5 ignored_at_beehive.png|Anti-1080 activists Nelson lawyer nd Waikato Regional Councillor gnored at parliament.> 20/02/2018 17:20

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BFGR7UG/Photographer_of_dead_kiwis_annoyed_by_misuse_of_his_photo_by_anti-1080_activists|Photographer of dead kiwis annoyed by misuse of his photo by anti-1080 activists> 21/02/2018 12:21

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9C768VC4 png who admins the Brook Valley Community Group is Pete Lusk's neighbour.> and commented: More evidence, if any was needed, that the Brook Valley Community Group which opposes 

brodifacoum operations at Nelson's Brook Waimarama Sanctuary is indeed controlled from activists outside the Nelson region.

21/02/2018 16:32

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CV5JL4 png|Note licensed Auckland security guar supports the anti-1080 movement.> 22/02/2018 20:51

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CESS8DP ng|Social Media attack on Orillion CEO 22/02/2018 22:35

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CF503GR/2009_article_from__The_Press__regarding_alleged_1966_case_of_death_of_a_possum_trapper_from_1080_|2009 article from 'The Press' regarding alleged 1966 case of death of a possum trapper from 1080.> 22/02/2018 23:03

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9DSZ1NES/Further_article_relating_to_alleged_1966_death_from_1080_|Further article relating to alleged 1966 death from 1080.> 22/02/2018 23:05

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D5UH70V/death.png|Reference to 1966 alleged 1080 death.> 22/02/2018 23:28

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9DSZ1NES/Further_article_relating_to_alleged_1966_death_from_1080_|Further article relating to alleged 1966 death from 1080.>: :+1: 23/02/2018 10:51

Natex Council depot fire to be investigated

23 Feb, 2018 9:44am  2 minutes to read

A fire at Horizons Regional Council depot in Levin. A fire at Horizons Regional Council depot in Levin.

By:

is a reporter for the Horowhenua Chronicle

An investigation into the suspicious fire at Levin's Horizons Regional Council depot was stalled for a month due to hazardous substances.

The January fire damaged property, equipment and vehicles stored at the depot.

It was confirmed by police that the depot had been broken into and a quad bike set alight.

Controversial pest control poison 1080 was stored at the depot along with herbicides for weeds, cyanide and rabbit toxins.

Horizons chief executive confirmed that a 1080 casing was damaged in the fire.

Waste Management Technical Services recently removed and disposed of the hazardous substances, allowing Police to do an internal scene examination on Tuesday.

 said the removal was a complex and time-consuming task but it was now completed and all poisons accounted for.

He said the hazardous substances were not removed immediately following the fire to ensure their casings did not break.

"We did not want to risk moving them until we could ensure this could be done without risk to the environment or human health."

 says the site has been under 24-hour security since the fire occurred and will remain closed to staff and the public until further notice.

Detective constable Michael O'Hagan said he was finally able to do the first police internal scene examination on Tuesday.

Initially police believed items had been taken from the depot on the night of the fire.

However, Detective said they now believe nothing was taken. Police will be putting all evidence together to look at new avenues of enquiry.

23/02/2018 15:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D3GRTG9 png|West Coast anti-1080 proteste says he and re being prosecuted for trespass for their actions during the Arawhata/Jacksons Drop in July 2017.> 23/02/2018 19:23

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9F5LULG4/appeal.png|Brook Valley Community appeal to be heard on 30 May.> 27/02/2018 11:41

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9F7XPV4Z/orillion.png|Wanaka anti-1080 activist commenting on Orillion.> 28/02/2018 9:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9G4W7N5Q/church.png|Former Christchurch docto forms the 'Church of Poison Free New Zealand' Facebook group.> 1/03/2018 0:11

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9H0F2HM4/church_of_poison_free_nz.png|Description of the 'Church of Poison Free New Zealand'> 1/03/2018 0:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9GMZJ98D/helicopter.png|Hamilton activist alleging he is about to be arrested for making threats to MPI about shooting down helicopters involved in aerial 1080 operations.> 1/03/2018 12:10

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9GMZJ98D/helicopter.png|Hamilton activis alleging he is about to be arrested for making threats to MPI about shooting down helicopters involved in aerial 1080 operations.>: is of questionable lucidity - 

he is the same person that has publicly claimed politician Paula Bennett sexually abused him as a child and I understand is being prosecuted for making such claims.

1/03/2018 12:16

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9F7XPV4Z/orillion.png|Wanaka anti-1080 activist commenting on Orillion.>: Thanks James. 1/03/2018 12:17

Natex Rose Renton pleads not guilty to rat poison protest-related charges

STUFF: 27 February 2018

Medicinal cannabis campaigner Rose Renton has pleaded not guilty to an offensive behaviour charge, related to a protest at the Nelson Market.

Charges were laid following an incident last year where then-Environment Minister Nick Smith allegedly had rat poison hurled at him at the market.

In September, Nelson MP Smith said protesters had thrown and rubbed rat poison on him while he was at his National Party caravan at the Saturday markets.

Nelson MP Nick Smith says he's "surprised" Renton has chosen to plead not guilty to the offensive behaviour charge.

Renton entered a not guilty plea to the offensive behaviour charge on Monday in the Nelson District Court, and will be back in court on May 11 for a defended hearing.

Following the reported incident, medicinal cannabis campaigner Renton publicly admitted involvement, stating she had been making a "symbolic statement" against the Brook Valley poison drop. However she denied Smith's allegation that she rubbed poison in his face.

Smith said on Monday he had confidence in both the police and court system. 

"The charge of offensive behaviour is very low order and only comes with the potential for a fine," Smith said.

"I'm surprised that Ms Renton has chosen a defended hearing but I'll be co-operating with the police and supporting them in their charges."

Smith said whether he'd be called to give evidence at the hearing was a matter for the police and courts.

"And I'll just simply be co-operating with the justice authorities on an incident that went too far."

The alleged incident coincided with the first of three drops of bait laced with the poison brodifacoum at the nature reserve the Brook Waimarama Sanctuary, near Nelson.

Renton is the mother of Nelson teenager Alex Renton who was the first Kiwi to be treated with imported medicinal cannabis. He died in July 2015.

 - Stuff

1/03/2018 12:36

Harry Maher Thanks for  post Gerry. I'll check with my counterpart in MPI to see if a complaint has been laid with Police. 1/03/2018 13:33

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9H731WDA/sika_deer.png romoting article in 'Fishing &amp; Outdoors' magazine claiming 17 Sika deer released in Taranaki last year came from Taupo> and commented: The article also claims the author of the 

anonymous letter from the group 'NZ Hunters' has been identified.

<http://www.fishingoutdoors.org/hunting-information/hunting-articles/122-1080-articles/3021-doc%E2%80%99s-disgraceful-conduct.html|www.fishingoutdoors.org/hunting-information/hunting-articles/122-1080-articles/3021-doc%E2%80%99s-disgraceful-conduct.html>

2/03/2018 10:18

Natex No update from so far on this. He appears paranoid and arguably suffering from mental health issues. 2/03/2018 10:22

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9HBDQ7NG/Kapiti_Independent_article_predicting_a_rise_in_anti-1080_protest|Kapiti Independent article predicting a rise in anti-1080 protest> 2/03/2018 16:33

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9HFNKXN1/Kapiti_Independent_article_alleging_DoC_operations_are_killing_the_birds_in_Nelson_Lakes_area_|Kapiti Independent article alleging DoC operations are killing the birds in Nelson Lakes area.> 2/03/2018 16:41

Harry Maher Hi Gerry. I checked with MPI and they have no knowledge of any threat made by 5/03/2018 16:23

Natex Thanks Harry, he seems a delusional type so perhaps not surprising. He has posted no follow to this either I note. 5/03/2018 18:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9K135EAE/orillion.png|Reference to Orillion on 1080 eyewitness. Facebook page.> 6/03/2018 13:34

Natex abusive on 1080 eyewitness Facebook in response to above post by

  How ironic "We're now developing the full range of tools from urgent population control solutions through to maintenance". That's us people!

15h ·

Yup that's it. We are a science experiment. They are testing how toxic the enviroment gets before people stand up. NZ is full of sheep.

11h

 Kill people you fucken Morons..

3h

 My thoughts exactly

2h

That seems good profit margins for Poisening the crap out of nz. 300k on research to millions back in payments. Seems like a winner all right. And your lab independent is it or just the usual paid to say clowns. /scientudts.

15h

: Animal Cruelty Factory. Millions tortured every day.

15h

:  Orillion's name says it all. It is orion and lion. Orion in greek mythology was a hunter that in one story threatened to kill every beast on earth, the lion is the main symbol used by the crown to display their power and control. The logo is a pentagon which symbolises lucifer

13h

 I'm not one of of your customers ..go to hell and back you sadistic poisoning bastards .. Poison is not a tool its a poison arseholes

3h

 Time to put them out of Business for good people or we lose!!!

1h

6/03/2018 13:38

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9JEE1M9P/shane_booth.png|Hawkes Bay activist Shane Booth says he will be contacting the contractor over his complaint there has been no ground control in OSPRI's Kaweka drop..> 6/03/2018 13:52

Natex 1080 poisoned trout risk much greater than first declared

11:47 March 5, 2018 

Press Release – The Graf Boys

In 2016 the Ministry for Primary Industries released a warning to trout fishermen recommending not to eat trout from 1080 poisoned rivers for at least 7 days. <https://www.mpi.govt.nz/food-safety/whats-in-our-food/chemicals-and-food/poison-residues-in-food-animals/1080/> In its report it stated MPI is of the 

opinion that any food safety risk can be …In 2016 the Ministry for Primary Industries released a warning to trout fishermen recommending not to eat trout from 1080 poisoned rivers for at least 7 days. <https://www.mpi.govt.nz/food-safety/whats-in-our-food/chemicals-and-food/poison-residues-in-food-

animals/1080/> In its report it stated “MPI is of the opinion that any food safety risk can be mitigated if anglers are advised to avoid consuming trout from waterways in a 1080 drop area within seven days of the baiting operation.”

To help form its opinion the MPI relied on data from a 2014 Cawthron Institute research paper which investigated the uptake and elimination of 1080 poison in trout <http://www.doc.govt.nz/Documents/conservation/threats-and-impacts/animal-pests/cawthron-report-1080-uptake-trout.pdf>

However, when analysed (in the video clip below), the information contained in the Cawthron report is at odds with what the MPI is recommending. The Cawthron trout study was ended after 5 days, when the number of trout set aside for testing were depleted, and while there were still high levels of poison 

measured in the last of the poison-dosed trout.

It is also stated in the Cawthron Report that the trout were given extremely high doses of 1080 poison. That statement is misleading. The trout were given the equivalent poison of that contained in just one half of a small sized, 6 gram bait. Most baits used in aerial operations are 12 grams, so the trout were given the 

equivalent poison of that contained in just ¼ of a standard sized cereal pellet.

Despite the low doses given to the trout, the poison appears to have contaminated one of the control fish. In figure two on page five of the Cawthron paper, and the Landcare Research 1080 test results show that there were three control fish when the study was ended, and that one of the control fish contained 

1080 poison residues 30 times higher than the Maximum Residue Limit set for pesticides in foods.

It becomes apparent that the MPI warning was based on incomplete, and erroneous information. In the following video clip, which also analyses the Cawthron trout report, Brett Power demonstrates why trout fishermen should be far more cautious when consuming trout from poisoned forests and streams. To view 

the video clip, copy and paste this link to your browser … <https://youtu.be/vEUquwYuYTM>

Ends.

7/03/2018 1:13

Natex Advice on 1080 in trout flesh – false and understated

Monday, 5 March 2018, 3:39 pm

Press Release: NZ Federation of Freshwater Anglers

Government agencies advice on 1080 in trout flesh – false and understated.

Most New Zealand freshwater anglers like to take a trout every now and then to feed their family. Many, including campers and guided overseas tourist anglers, enjoy fresh-caught trout cooked on the riverbanks.

In 2016 the Ministry for Primary Industries released a warning to trout fishermen, not to eat trout from 1080 poisoned rivers for at least 7 days. However, that MPI warning echoed by DOC and other agencies) was based on incomplete and false information.

To help them form this statement the MPI used data was used from a 2014 Cawthron Institute Study Report No 2611 on rainbow trout.

Brett Power an engineering surveyor spends much of his time checking scientific data for major projects and shows in the attached video clip that the MPI and Cawthron Reports are dangerously flawed.

The aims of the Cawthron Study were to develop a model to predict the uptake and fate of 1080 in trout flesh; and to investigate the uptake and elimination of a known dose of 1080 in trout following ingestion of 1080 to validate the model.

Brett Power establishes some serious flaws in the Cawthron report and anomalies which show that the risk of 1080 poisoned trout is much greater than has been declared.

Cawthron’s own report shows that throughout the experiment, 1080 levels in the flesh of exposed trout were above the maximum allowed residual level, at times up to 3,800 times this limit.

Both the MPI and Cawthron have stated that there was an excessively high loading of 1080 loading in the experiment which is clearly not true as clearly portrayed in the report.

The truth is that the loading were in fact miniscule.

The fact that trout are not susceptible to 1080 is not the problem. The problem is that they do carry 1080 in their flesh and can pass this on to humans. This then becomes a very, very big problem. In fact a dangerous health risk to all anglers and their families.

And the experiment simply did not establish how long 1080 stays in trout - it is still completely unknown.

With recent reports of 1080 becoming a problem in trout this has caused alarm bells in many areas including the desire to risk taking a trout or eel home to smoke.

We have organisations like Fish and Game, the Federation of Freshwater Anglers and then the government through the Ministry of Primary Industries putting out severe warnings against eating trout caught in areas where 1080 has been dropped.

The effects this has had on families is abhorrent – mothers will not let their children fish because of the high risk of coming into contact with the poison let alone bringing fish home for the dinner table. Anglers are also being denied the benefits of the freshwater sports fish they pay to manage.

This reckless and cavalier behaviour and attitude by the Department of Conservation, OSPRI and TBfree NZ must stop.

<https://youtu.be/vEUquwYuYTM>

Further studies must be commissioned with the utmost urgency on the long term persistence and effects of 1080 in trout, koura, fresh water invertebrates and eels, and the risks of ingestion by humans and other mammals before some untoward event forces this on the government.

Graham Carter

President

NZ Federation of Freshwater Anglers

7/03/2018 1:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9NJ25DTM/whanganui_activis again_expounding_his_belief_1080_is_use_to_protect_the_meat_industry_.txt|Whanganui activist again expounding his belief 1080 is use to protect the meat industry.> 13/03/2018 10:26

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9PEF2KTN/Animal_rights_group_SAFE_s_position_on_1080|Animal rights group SAFE's position on 1080> 14/03/2018 15:10
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Natex trying to help Dunedin woman trying to stop OSPRI access to her property

Facebook

March 12 at 11:22am · 

Can anyone offer some advice here (please see below)? The TB Free (OSPRI) dudes are forcing this person to have poisons used on his land. This happens often enough, and usually the poison users quote the biosecurity act, and force their poisons to be distributed across private land .... here's a short video of a case 

a few years ago between Rotorua and Taupo ... <https://youtu.be/FIZk8irj6aM>

  to 1080 eyewitness.

March 12 at 2:35am · 

Hi everybody I live in Dunedin on a small lifestyle farm. I sit with a worrying problem and hope somebody can give me some ideas. The trouble is those damned OSPRI/TB- Possum control people. For the last two years I have given the permission to have those twits going onto my land for this so called Tb control shit. 

Now a couple of months ago this year I was rung up by the same bloke, I gave him the firm and "polite" answer that I was sick and tired of having his lot on my land. And that I do not believe in all this so called Tb and possums spreading it everywhere, (knowing now that the Tb virus is actually injected into the 

possum's feet, then released so that OSPRI can continue its multi billion dollar fraud to have the lame excuse of barging onto everybody's land for so called Tb control.....) He said over the phone that he fully understood, and fair enough. A couple of days later I had a ring from another bloke.....I gave him the same 

answer; NO, do not want anybody on my land!! Answer; "Fully understand, no worries!!" Me thinking this was now the end. No, it seems, about 3 weeks later I yet again get a phone call this time from a woman. She: "I heard that you have an issue with us coming onto your property regarding Tb control etc etc" Me: 

told her the same thing that it was a load of rubbish. Gave her also a firm piece of my mind, "politely" and I said if anybody once more bothers me, I will go to my lawyer! Again I thought that now I had won the battle. No, some days ago I find a letter this time in my mail box from OSPRI in Dunedin!! Now they are 

virtually threatening me with action under the Biosecurity Act!! blah blah blah. If I don't give my consent then they will go onto my land anyway and then they will charge me the costs of doing their operation, and if I continue not to give my consent, then it will be imprisonment, hefty fines and treat me like a 

common criminal!!! Besides that I am an animal rights activist, I feel now so threatened, and harassed by those buggers, that now I feel that I really have to go either to my lawyer or to the community law center which is for free to ask for legal advise on this matter. A couple of my friends I told this to yesterday were 

horrified, they too are anti 1080 etc, and they also find it outrageous that I don't have the right to say no on my own land!! It is now a matter of human rights here. I would like to know is there anybody out there who has the same problem as I have and don't want that lot on their property? I feel my rights are now 

compromised and that they are really pestering me. It is my property, not theirs, and I as landowner surely have the right to say NO to that damned lot. They should prove beyond a reasonable doubt that my farm has Tb, and they can't!! Sorry for the long post, but I really could do with some legal or any advice to get 

that bloody lot from OSPRI off my back permanently. Get so sick of it, stresses me out to the max, as I got enough worries at the moment without them all the time on my back! In advance thank you.

14/03/2018 15:35

Natex Note in 2013 Rappard was convicted of offensive behaviour for her racist actions towards a Muslim woman.

<http://www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/fined-ordering-woman-remove-burqa|www.odt.co.nz/news/dunedin/fined-ordering-woman-remove-burqa>

14/03/2018 15:37

Natex Natex uploaded a file: 

<https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9PDF241Z/comments_to_above_post_on_1080_eyewitness__offering_advice_to_yuet_rappard_to_oppose_ospri_access_to_her_property__note_reference_to_issuing_a_trespass_notice__note_ms_rappard_is_an_active_dunedin_animal_rights_activist_.t

xt|Comments to above post on 1080 eyewitness. offering advice to Yuet Rappard to oppose OSPRI access to her property. Note reference to issuing a trespass notice. Note Ms Rappard is an active Dunedin animal rights activist.>

14/03/2018 17:35

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9Q5CUPRS claims_Lou_Sanson_spent__80K_entertaining_foreign_bankers claims Lou Sanson spent $80K entertaining foreign bankers.> 15/03/2018 14:26

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9Q4CLLEL png|Dunedin anti-1080 activist claims to have a Newshub reporter to cover a 1080 aerial drop.> and commented: Posted 15 March 1080 eyewitness. Facebook page. was prominent in protests last year 

against the Silver Peaks drop.

16/03/2018 9:56

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9RRCSGVD/taipiri.png|Above comment by was in response to this post about an operation in the Waikato yesterday.> 16/03/2018 10:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9QTGQ6R3/assumption.png|Or perhaps just an assumption there is a Taupiri drop!> 16/03/2018 10:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9RKH6HC6 eeling_dangerous.png|Palmerston North protester on trial for threatening to kill says he is feeling "volatile at the moment".> and commented: Note this person has four previous convictions for assault and is 

currently embroiled in a dispute with IRD.

16/03/2018 10:18

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9QP6RSQL/protest.png|Anti-1080 protest being organised in Dunedin on 06 October 2018> 16/03/2018 10:20

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9QM5R01Z/protest.png|06 October anti-1080 protest at Dunedin Railway Station organised.> 16/03/2018 10:21

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9RKH6HC6 _feeling_dangerous.png|Palmerston North protester on trial for threatening to kill says he is feeling "volatile at the moment".>: Couldn't agree more James and it would be negligent of our duty of care 

otherwise. This man already has four convictions for assault.

16/03/2018 14:14

Natex Misleading anti-1080 post was shared 1500 times before taken down.

Dead kiwi photo in brochure misleading, dog group says

15 Mar, 2018 12:00pm  

Northern Advocate

A photo of dead kiwi has again been causing controversy after the cause of the bird's death was misrepresented — this time in a kiwi protection brochure.

Last month a photo taken seven years earlier by a Kerikeri man showing more than 50 dead kiwi was used by an anti-1080 group claiming the birds had been killed by the pesticide when they had in fact been killed, in roughly equal measure, by cars and dogs.

The person who made the post, on the Facebook page 1080 Eyewitness, eventually took it down but not before it had been shared more than 1500 times.

Now the pro-dog lobby group Bay of Islands WatchDogs has found the same photo being used in a pamphlet for dog owners produced by the Whangarei and Kaipara district councils with the caption "Kiwi that have been killed by dogs".

WatchDogs co-ordinator Leonie Excel contacted the councils demanding the brochure's withdrawal, saying it was misleading to claim all kiwi in the photo were killed by dogs when about half died after being hit by cars.

Mark Schreurs of the Kaipara District Council responded that he was not aware that the birds pictured had not all been killed by dogs and future versions of the pamphlet would be corrected.

Withdrawing the leaflet was not necessary because only a small number were printed each time with the information reviewed each time a new batch was printed.

He said the pamphlets would soon be out of stock and be replaced with a new, corrected batch.

16/03/2018 19:29

Natex Southland possum trapper and protester was responsible for the misleading post. 16/03/2018 19:30
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Name Message Timestamp
Natex Natex has joined the channel 27/09/2017 18:18
Natex Natex set the channel purpose: open source capture related to hollyford aerial operation 27/09/2017 18:18
Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 27/09/2017 18:18
Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7A75MVJ9 pg  commenting on operations near Routeburn> 28/09/2017 18:00
Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7A5P5QSY/hollyford.jpg| complaining Hollyford drop is occurring during the school holidays.> 28/09/2017 20:10
Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 29/09/2017 13:14
Natex public Facebook page

September 29 at 6:44pm · 

100 TONNES OF 1080 BAITS JUST DELIVERED TO TE ANAU

I am assuming it is for the 42,000 hectare Upper and Lower Hollyford aerial 1080 drops. The person who gave the figure knows 100 tonnes when he sees them. As 42,000 hectares should entail 84 tonnes I can only 

imagine they are tossing a bit extra around !

"26 September, 2017

Good Afternoon

EcoFX have been contracted by OSPRI and the Department of Conservation to undertake aerial possum control within the Hollyford Valley and Martins Bay area.

The prefeed phase was completed late last week and the toxic phase will be undertaken at the next three to four day fine weather window which may be next week.

As a result, the Hollyford Airstrip will be closed for a period of at least two days while the toxic phase is being delivered due to helicopter operations.

This is a courtesy email to give you early warning that this will occur. You will still receive personal 48-24 hour notification prior to the to toxic phase commencing.

We appreciate your co-operation in this matter.

If you have any further questions please contact EcoFX on <mailto:admin@ecofx.co.nz|admin@ecofx.co.nz> or call on 07 873 8130

Thanks

EcoFX Admin Assistant"

2/10/2017 1:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7CAU329W/hollyford.png|Activists amp; complaining Hollyford aerial drop is occurring during school 

holidays.>

4/10/2017 15:34

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7DMT4CD8/hollyford.jpg| collaborating to protest  and monitor Hollyford aerial drop.> 5/10/2017 19:14

Natex filming the Hollyford load out and posting it to YouTube.

<https://youtu.be/OW6wvzu6zY0>

5/10/2017 19:15

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7D9UH1UZ g ilms a loader near the Hollyford River and claims in the video that all 1080 residue and equipment 

used can be washed in the river.> and commented: Posted on YouTube.

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FR4F4i1JgTk&amp;feature=share|www.youtube.com/watch?v=FR4F4i1JgTk&amp;feature=share>

6/10/2017 0:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7D624E72 claiming Monkey Creek poisoned with 1080 while tourists fill their water bottles.> and commented: 

<http://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&amp;v=R0mA4fWcS40|www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&amp;v=R0mA4fWcS40>

6/10/2017 0:14

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7E4QJQ3 eems to be photographing aerial operations in Hollyford and passing the photos t to 

post on Facebook.>

6/10/2017 10:52

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7EDRNS8M/holyford.png ry to stop Chinese tourists drinking from Monkey Creek during the 

Hollyford aerial drop.> and commented: In the same post says she has written to the Chinese Embassy warning them of the dangers of Chinese tourists drinking from streams.

6/10/2017 16:10

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7EHT9FAL/kea.png| claiming "many kea will die" aftger the Holyford, Dart, and Routeburn aerial drops> 9/10/2017 16:30
Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7FLK78P disparaging HeliOtago.> 10/10/2017 13:24
Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7GBPPQE4/Wanaka_anti-1080_activist_ notifies_end_to_Hollyford_aerial_operation|Wanaka anti-1080 activist

notifies end to Hollyford aerial operation>

12/10/2017 12:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7GFNASCR pg|HOLLYFORD 1080 DROP NOTIFICATION OF COMPLETION> 12/10/2017 12:57
Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7H4EDM0C #5 on Ban 1080 Party List - 2017 General Election.> 12/10/2017 15:47
Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L45NELW laiming HeliOtago paid $1.2 million for Hollyford aerial operation.> 17/10/2017 13:38
Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F870M0P89/ University of Otago, Geography Dept, Releases Results Of 1080 Survey In Te Anau> and commented: 

Public Facebook post by 

30/11/2017 15:58

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F96AF07MM/hollyford.png still posting about the 2017 Hollyford aerial drop.> 8/02/2018 2:23
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 2/10/2017 0:50

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: open source capture of aerial operations relating to Kahurangai region, West Coast, South Island 2/10/2017 0:50

Natex 2/10/2017 0:54

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 12/10/2017 11:23

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 17/10/2017 14:48

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F83D0FC7L g|Westport activist who has threatened to collect bait dropped on the Heaphy Track, comments on the start of operations.> 21/11/2017 15:17

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F85G2F4F4 |Claims there is no funding for further aerial operations until February 2018.> 26/11/2017 23:34

 public Facebook page

September 30 at 8:55am · 

CANCELLATION OF DoC KAHURANGI NORTH 2017 AERIAL 1080 PREDATOR CONTROL

Please find attached a letter advising of the cancellation of the DOC Kahurangi North 2017 Battle for our Birds predator control operation and the related TBfree NZ operation.

Note that an area of approximately 1,600 hectares at Kahurangi Point has been retained and incorporated into the DOC Kahurangi West 2017 operation.

Please contact me if you would like further information.

Regards

Steve Deverell

Ranger- Biodiversity — Kaitiaki-Kanorau Koiora

Department of Conservation — Te Papa Atawhai

DDI:

Takaka Office

62 Commercial St | PO Box 166, Takaka 7142

T:

Comments:

 What does that mean. They've just renamed it? Or what?

September 30 at 9:03am

 yes its bit odd wording ?

September 30 at 9:11am

: Isn't it a shame that 'cancellation' to

Many of us means wtf are they up to now!

September 30 at 9:13am

: Cunningly reworded the "cancellation" only to have it "incorporated with the DoC Kahurangi West 2017 operation" yes wtf

September 30 at 9:24am · 

: Double talk. Cancellation means Somethings up and were not telling. Why not ring and ask? 

September 30 at 10:19am 

Manage

Just a Change of name.

September 30 at 10:20am

: So the stupid people will celebrate the "cancellation" while the drop goes ahead unchallenged. They are very vulnerable out Anatori way. Maybe they're scared.

September 30 at 1:40pm

 good work

September 30 at 3:16pm

: May not be so unfortunately 

Name change only potentially

September 30 at 3:17pm
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 2/01/2018 22:44

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 2/01/2018 22:44

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 2/01/2018 22:44

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: Open source capture of OSPRI aerial operation for Kapakapanui - located inland from the Kapiti Coast along the foothills of the Tararua Ranges. Total 

area is 11,099ha with 1300 ha under DOC  management.

2/01/2018 22:46

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8M1D85HA/Opposition_to_Kapakapanui_aerial_operation|Opposition to Kapakapanui aerial operation> 2/01/2018 22:50

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8M5PS8QM/Kapiti_Independent_publishing_details_of_Kapakapanui_aerial_operation|Kapiti 

Independent publishing details of Kapakapanui aerial operation>

3/01/2018 1:17
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 27/09/2017 18:49

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: Open Source capture related to the Karamea Bluffs aerial operation 27/09/2017 18:49

Gavin 

Clark

Gavin Clark has joined the channel 27/09/2017 18:49

Harry 

Maher

Harry Maher has joined the channel 29/09/2017 13:14

Natex Facebook public post in 'Kaitiakitanga' group

15 October 2017 @ 3.25pm

WARNING!! Poison drop this week in Buller. With the first fine weather forecast for 3 months, we 

can expect OSPRI to spread 1080 along the most biodiverse place in Aotearoa - the coastal strip from 

Kahurangi point in the north to Hector township in south. The few kea that remain in the national 

park are at risk as they sometimes come down into this zone. Also, Heaphy Track walkers will be 

dropped upon and the creeks they drink from contaminated. Trout will be off limits to anglers for a 

week and eels for a longer period. What if a tramper picked up the baits off the Heaphy Track and 

took them to the cops. Would that be kosher?

16/10/2017 10:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: 

<https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7L9Y50PR pg|Monitoring of convoy 

today.>

17/10/2017 13:21
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 11/10/2017 16:33

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: for open source capture 11/10/2017 16:33

Gavin 

Clark

Gavin Clark has joined the channel 12/10/2017 11:23

Natex 15/11/2017 19:29

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F869LSN2Y/molesworth.jpg|DoC being blamed for Molesworth 1080 operations depsite it being a TB Free job.> and commented: Starting to 

be a lot of commentary on the Molesworth aerial operation on <http://www.fishnhunt.co.nz/forum/YaBB.cgi?num=1502397543/63|www.fishnhunt.co.nz/forum/YaBB.cgi?num=1502397543/63>

28/11/2017 15:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8753RTAA/doc.jpg|Misconception that Molesworth is a Doc operation and hunter anger being pointed in their direction.> 28/11/2017 16:59

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86D1Q737/doc.jpg|Numerous posts on www.fishnhunt.co.nz/forum blaming DoC for Molseworth drop.> 28/11/2017 17:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86D29M53/deer.jpg|Claim that 345 deer killed in the Molesworth aerial operation.> 28/11/2017 17:04

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F87GNPAR3/deer.jpg|Accusation on FishnHunt Forum that deer deliberately targeted in Molesworth drop.> 30/11/2017 10:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F888SL9UN jpg|Contract trappe an outspoken critic of DoC and OSPRI) comments on deer killed in the Molesworth 

drop.>

30/11/2017 10:48

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F888SL9UN pg|Contract trapper an outspoken critic of DoC and OSPRI) comments on deer killed in the 

Molesworth drop.>: To view these images, hover over it and click the magnifying icon twice.

30/11/2017 10:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86NNC0NL/repellent.jpg|Subscribers to FishnHunt Forum urged to ask OSPRI why deer repellent wasn't used in Molesworth drop.> and 

commented: It was in fact, but only for an area of about 2,000ha.

30/11/2017 10:51

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86SUM39P/doc.jpg|DoC continuing to be blamed for deer deaths in Molesworth drop.> and commented: There is considerable anger being 

expressed by hunters on this forum, who seem to be blaming DoC as opposed to OSPRI, perhaps because DoC issues the hunting licences?

30/11/2017 10:53

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F88VDRD35/molesworth.png|Caution being urged in anger expressed on hunting forum over Molesworth deer deaths> 4/12/2017 16:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F88C9N9CY/doc.png|"Numerous" Molesworth deer deaths ackowledged.> 4/12/2017 16:13

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8944QP7W/NZ_Herald_article_-_Anger_after_1080_drop_kills_red_deer_at__Molesworth_Station|NZ Herald article - Anger after 1080 drop 

kills red deer at  Molesworth Station>

4/12/2017 18:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8A83Q3PX/deer_deaths_investigated_by_new_zealand_deerstalkers_association.pdf|Marlborough Express article on Molesworth deer 

deaths.>

6/12/2017 8:42

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8B0ZBBL5/get_over.jpg|A hunter tells other hunters on FishnHunt forum to get over the dead deer in the Molesworth drop.> 7/12/2017 12:10

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8CEKQKCJ/views.png|Molesworth deer deaths poster viewed over 100,000 times on Facebook> 11/12/2017 11:01

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8EL1HH9T png| claiming "thousands" of deer likely killed by 1080 on Molesworth Station.> 14/12/2017 18:11

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FUC87JA/Kapiti_Independent_News_aticle_on_Molesworth_aerial_operation|Kapiti Independent News aticle on Molesworth aerial 

operation>

15/12/2017 13:13

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9K4J6AR3/clarence_valley.png|Claims on 1080 eyewitness there is to be another drop in the Clarence Valley.> 6/03/2018 13:26

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9JE6AMB3 of Nelson advocating OIAs to OSPRI over Molesworth 1080 drops.> 6/03/2018 13:29

Marlborough Deerstalkers

Facebook Page

15 November 2017

Molesworth Post 1080 Poison Survey

The 1080 operation in the Molesworth is a nine year project that sees the Molesworth divided into three sections with one section being poisoned each year. This cycle continues until each section has been poisoned 

three times, hence the total of nine years. The sow rate used for battle for our birds is 1kg/ha, where as in the Molesworth they are using 2kg/ha as the sow rate.

The Marlborough NZDA has initiated a research project to determine the effect that the 1080 operation has on the resident Red Deer herd. 

We have sort a lot of scientific advice to ensure that our methodology will stand up if challenged. Due to the terrain the most effective method is to use a helicopter to fly randomly generated transects over the poisoned 

area. There are two trained observers per side of the helicopter. They all independently record both live and dead deer that they see. Simulated deer carcasses are placed well in advance so we know the percentage of 

dead deer that the observers find. All areas are flown over twice in subsequent days. One fly over will be early morning the other late afternoon, times when deer are most active. 

Once the survey is completed we will return to animal carcasses to take tissue samples. These will be tested in a lab to see if the death was a result of 1080 poisoning.

Once we have real facts on the impact of the 1080 operation on the Red Deer we can then adopt strategies for how we address future 1080 drops. If we find there is not a significant percentage of the Red Deer herd that is 

killed then this is a great outcome. If we find that a large percentage of deer are being killed this will help us to demand more EDR is used, request a lower rate of application per square km, or that the drops be made at a 

different time of year when there is more feed for deer so they are less likely to feed on pellets.

This all comes at a high expense, both in terms of man hours and dollars. A large number of volunteers are putting in hundreds of hours of work. The work of  must be acknowledged. For him this has become 

almost a full time job. The dollar cost of helicopter hours and tissue sample testing is huge. The total cost is rapidly climbing and could be in the vicinity of $20,000 for this year alone. We thank the Nelson NZDA and NATEX 

for their significant financial contributions.

To help us fund the operation we have set up a ‘givealittle’ page. Click on the donate button at the top of the page to donate.

We encourage all members to make a contribution, no matter how large or small. Every dollar helps. Also please share this with your friends. If you are on social media then please share. To encourage large donations 

Snow has been extremely generous and is donating a Tahr hunt valued at $5000 to be used as a prize. Every donation of $100 or more goes into the draw to win this fantastic prize. If you win the prize you can bring a mate 

along on the Tahr hunt at cost. This is a great opportunity for two people to get together and both donate $100. If one wins you both win!
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 17/10/2017 14:29

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: For open source capture 17/10/2017 14:29

Harry 

Maher

Harry Maher has joined the channel 17/10/2017 14:29

Gavin 

Clark

Gavin Clark has joined the channel 17/10/2017 14:29

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7M0M2TP1/ruahine.png|Commentary on Ruahine aerial operations on www.fishnhunt.co.nzforum> 18/10/2017 15:42

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7XD3AYRG/Media_commentary_re_safety_issues_for_Northern_Ruahine_aerial_operations|Media commentary re 

safety issues for Northern Ruahine aerial operations>

9/11/2017 19:32

Natex Operation to protect Northern Ruahine species complete

Fuseworks MediaFuseworks Media

Wednesday, 22 November, 2017 - 14:08

A pest control operation to protect at-risk native species in the Northern Ruahine Ranges has been completed.

The operation was part of the Department of Conservation’s (DOC’s) Battle for our Birds programme, which aims to protect our most vulnerable native species.

Director Operations Lower North Island Reg Kemper, is pleased with how the operation went.

"It’s early days, but anecdotal reports indicate some wins already, with dead possums, rats and mice reported by our staff and volunteers working in the treatment area," says Reg.

"A lot of effort goes in to planning and delivering an operation like this. It’s a credit to all those involved; they just got on with it and did the job safely and effectively."

DOC worked with OSPRI (which manages New Zealand’s TBfree programme) to lay cereal baits containing sodium fluoroacetate (known as 1080) over 32,829ha of the Northern Ruahine Ranges, 

between 13 and 15 November 2017.

"Their work will protect our taonga species across a large area of difficult terrain," explains Reg.

"Aerial 1080 is the most effective large-scale pest control tool we currently have. Monitoring shows it’s successful in protecting our vulnerable species."

The operation will reduce rat, possum and stoat numbers in the area, helping to protect Ruahine populations of highly valued species, such as whio/blue duck, kiwi, giant land snails, 

bats/pekapeka, red mistletoe, Dactylanthus, and Pittosporum turneri.

Although the operation itself is complete, the work is not over. During the coming months, teams will be gathering data to assess the impact of the operation:-Rat and mouse numbers will be 

monitored in early December.-Whio populations in two catchments will be surveyed using conservation dogs in late summer.-Powelliphanta snail populations will be monitored in 

February/March 2018.

Access points into the operational area have warning signs in place. The presence of these signs indicates that pesticide residues may still be present in bait or animals.

24/11/2017 14:49

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86TYNQ12/ruahine.png|Facebook page called ' Stop Poisoning My Whenua with 1080' posting on Ruahine drop.> 29/11/2017 16:03

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8AA7FKBN/ruahine.png|Lower North Island Red Deer Foundation also "brassed off" about the lack of deer 

repellent used.>

6/12/2017 14:55
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 27/09/2017 18:46

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: Open source capture for BfoB aerial operations near Rangiora  to help preserve orange-fronted parakeets (ofp's) 27/09/2017 18:46

Gavin 

Clark

Gavin Clark has joined the channel 27/09/2017 18:46

Harry 

Maher

Harry Maher has joined the channel 29/09/2017 13:14

Natex 5/10/2017 11:45

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F7D4SECRX ofp.pdf ttacking Christchurch Helicopters over  orange-fronted parakeet aerial drop.> 5/10/2017 14:34

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F888YMWL jpg|Christchurch pig hunter makes threatening FB post to DoC> 30/11/2017 10:59

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86T09DUH pg|Protester talks about going in to document the aerial drop he claims he saw.> 30/11/2017 11:03

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F86T3KH17 pg|Property owner disputing claim of aerial drop of 1080 near Kaikoura.> 30/11/2017 11:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8T9CK0RZ/ofp.png|Commentary on OFP aerial drop on STOP 1080 Now Facebook page.> and commented: Posted commented:  

DoC have been interfering with these birds for many years and droping (sic) 1080 into thier (sic) habitat in the Lake Sumner Forest Park. With all the man hours and poison DoC have used up in this location there 

should be plenty of these birds there now useing  (sic) thier (sic) reckoning. This proves thier (sic) programme is a failure.

16/01/2018 22:46

 Facebook page (public post)

05 October 2017 at 10.59am 

DoC MOVING ORANGE-FRONTED PARAKEET TO HURUNUI - WAS THIS REALLY A GOOD IDEA ?!

TBFree 2014 : “Kakariki (parakeet)…Dead chicks in a failed nest in the Hurunui Valley operation contained 1080 residues and the female was not seen after the nest failed…two unmonitored Kakariki were found dead 

with 1080 residues in their tissues.” Ref: <http://www.1080science.co.nz|www.1080science.co.nz>

The Press, March 2, 2016 : "Last year, when four male parakeets were directly released into the Hurunui, three died of starvation."

DoC website : "Orange-fronted parakeet is at risk from a predator plague caused by high levels of seed production ('beech mast') in 2014.

'Battle for Our Birds' protects orange-fronted parakeet and other native species from predators".

And then I found this reference from 2008 - about translocation of parakeets, showing that interference kills. 25% of them died en route, "even with the helicopters, the Maori blessing, the expert scientists and the 

politicians (!)"

But hold on a minute - they didn't die in vain ! They were mourned ! And their dead bodies were sent away for testing ! By the way, excuse me if I am missing a point, but when you are dealing with an 'at risk' bird, what 

does "nine or so died en route" mean ?! Nine or so ! How scientific is THAT ?

"BUT even with the mist nets, the helicopters, the expert scientists, the Maori blessing, the politicians and Ortiz-Catedral himself, the project had problems.

First it rained on Little Barrier, meaning fewer birds than expected flew into the nets. Despite careful handling while they were measured and tested, nine or so died in the aviaries or en route to Motuihe.

But the 31 that did make it are now safely in the regenerating bush, most of them with tiny radio transmitters on their tails. And, for three months, while their batteries last, they will carry on Ortiz-Catedral's research.

Why did so many die? Not sure, says Ortiz-Catedral. "Possibly it was stress." Some birds were hard to get out of the mist nets, meaning they struggled for up to five minutes. Possibly they were frightened by the 

helicopters. More likely, says Ortiz-Catedral they were "too old, unhealthy, or too skinny to cope with translocation".

At least they did not die in vain. Each tiny, 80g corpse has been sent to Massey's diagnostic laboratories in Palmerston North for pathology testing. Every one is mourned.

As Ortiz-Catedral says, "If we find what killed these animals we will be able to avoid that in the future. And if, over the next months, we have a lot of losses we'll send them for pathological analysis too."

Such a pity that All Black great, Richie McCaw has now joined forces with DoC, Dave Hansford, and Threatened Species Ambassador, Nicola Toki, to presumably carry out more of this nonsense.
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 23/11/2017 18:50

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: For open source capture related to DoC's work with Predator Free 2050 23/11/2017 18:50

Gavin 

Clark

Gavin Clark has joined the channel 23/11/2017 18:50

Harry 

Maher

Harry Maher has joined the channel 23/11/2017 18:50

Natex 23/11/2017 18:56

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F85LSAXFH/us_professor_condemns_new_zealand.pdf|US professor condemns Predator Free 2050.> 23/11/2017 19:24

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F867Q4PAL/free.jpg|Poster published this week attacking Predator Free NZ2050> 29/11/2017 16:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8CGPFW5S/free.jpg|Updated anti-Predator Free 2050 poster with an image of the new Minister.> 11/12/2017 14:17

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8CJL2JHF blocked_for_nz_predator_free.jpg|Protester blocked for NZ Predator Free 2050 Facebook page for making abusive 

posts.>

12/12/2017 13:37

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FTCMFA7/zip.png|Novel techniques to drop 1080 by a research group criticised.> 18/12/2017 13:15

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8FTCMFA7/zip.png|Novel techniques to drop 1080 by a research group criticised.>: Note this was a ZIP operation. 18/12/2017 13:25

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8XV67GK0/Animal_Rights_activist_criticises_Predator_Free_NZ|Animal Rights activist criticises Predator Free NZ> 24/01/2018 0:44

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8X270541/Kapiti_Independent_attack_on_Predator_Free_2050|Kapiti Independent attack on Predator Free 2050> 24/01/2018 14:32

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9B2B4GNQ/stop_1080_now.png|Criticism of Predator Free 2050 on 'Stop 1080 NOW' Facebook page.> 19/02/2018 18:56

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BGGR36Y/predator_free_nz.png referring to Predator Free 2050 in this Facebook video opposing OSPRI operations in 

Whataroa.> and commented: says at the start of this video that receiving a copy of an article about Predator Free 2050 from a friend is what inspired him to post this rant. See Whataroa channel to view 

the actual video.

20/02/2018 15:16

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CB8FXAL/Blog_by_ _accusing_Doc_Threatened_Species_Ambassador_of__raising_bogeymen__|Blog by

accusing Doc Threatened Species Ambassador of 'raising bogeymen.'>

22/02/2018 21:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9E2S87M5/predator_free_watchdog.png|Predator Free Watchdog Facebook uses article to criticise Nicola Toki> 22/02/2018 22:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D18PL66/predator_free_watchdog.png|Predator Free Watchdog claiming Predator Free 2050 is behind Auckland Council initiative on 

unchipped cats.>

22/02/2018 22:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D19NF98/shot.png|Auckland woman saying Gareth Morgan should be shot for supporting Predator Free 2050.> 22/02/2018 22:12

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9D1G4PB4/predator_free_watchdog.png|Predator Free Watchdog accuses Doc of 'prostituting children.'> 22/02/2018 22:26

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CEVCNPK/predator_free_watchdog.png|Predator Free Watchdog Facebook 12 February criticism of Nicoal Toki.> 22/02/2018 22:40

Natex Analysis of the Predator Free Watchdog Facebook page suggests it is the 'alter-ego' of Auckland animal rights activist

<http://www.facebook.com/susan.helena.7|www.facebook.com/susan.helena.7>

22/02/2018 22:44

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CC0D9G8/nz_cats.png|Predator Free Watchdog's former identity was a FB page called 'New Zealand Cats Against the Department of 

Conservation.'> and commented: <http://www.facebook.com/New-Zealand-Cats-Against-the-Department-of-Conservation-109625893050882/|www.facebook.com/New-Zealand-Cats-Against-the-Department-of-

Conservation-109625893050882/>

22/02/2018 22:51

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CC209H6/nz_cats.png|NZ Cats Against DoC commentary on Nicola Toki.> and commented: Very much a repeat of what their new page 

'Predator Free Watchdog' is saying.

22/02/2018 22:55

Natex <http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/81452758/west-auckland-resident-wakes-to-broken-glass-after-hearing-shots-fired-at-van|www.stuff.co.nz/national/crime/81452758/west-auckland-resident-wakes-to-broken-

glass-after-hearing-shots-fired-at-van>

22/02/2018 23:16

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CCJ0JUQ/toki.png|Auckland woman  referring to Nicola Toki as the 'enemy'.> 22/02/2018 23:30

Natex By the fact identical posts from NZ Cats Against DoC' and 'Predator Free Watchdog' are also posted on the page 'Kiwicats' - it appears the latter is another alter-ego of .

<http://www.facebook.com/KiwiCatsNZ/|www.facebook.com/KiwiCatsNZ/>

22/02/2018 23:37

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9E42425V/suki.png|Further attack on Nicola Toki on 'Predator Free Watchdog'.> and commented: Apparently the page referred to Nicola 

as "a man in drag" in one comment but this was removed after complaints by some supporters of the page.

22/02/2018 23:45

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CFR36HF/drag.png|'Predator Free Watchdog' remove their "man in drag" comment about Nicola Toki.> 22/02/2018 23:47

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9CV8K89E/predator_free_watchdog.png|Predator Free Watchdog continues its personal attacks on Nicola Toki.> and commented: Refers 

to her as a "ghastly woman."

23/02/2018 17:45

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9EENP9BQ/disgrace.png|Wellington anti-1080 protester calling Nicola Toki a disgrace> 23/02/2018 17:54

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9FCV2GJZ/toki.png|More online abuse directed at Nicola Toki.> 27/02/2018 16:47

Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F85LMF9B9/carol.png|Wanaka anti-1080 activist linking Predator Free 2050 with testing on animals> and commented: Comments to the 

above FB post implying links with animal cruelty:

: Yes I knew about this..research and respect...how how they lie to themselves. With all the modern technology NZ should have abandoned this years ago... just more indifference...on these poor 

creatures. Justified by how ultimately of superior value humans are above everything... so many health approaches ignored dismissed..while experimental abuse for investigation reign. The money could be spent far 

more wisely.

Yesterday at 11:12am

: This is how research gets funded in NZ. Scientists study the “flavour of the day” and modify their research proposals to incorporate the wishes of the person responsible for the money distribution. If a 

scientist does not come up with a link to what the sponsor, government wants he is out of a job.

Yesterday at 12:39pm

: Exactly... Bought scientific bias... In the corporate world it's the norm... Jump before your idea is fully ready.. Then cover up when your too deep in to turn around.... Common theme

17 hrs

: Yeah cos humans and animals are so similar that when they do the draize test on rabbits it's exactly like the human eye.....NOT our eyes are totally different and it's been proven that the draize is 

outdated and inaccurate but they still clamp the animal in a bale like contraption, have something metallic manually holding the eyelids open and drop god knows what in their eyes to see if that makes them sore!!!! 

Research on animals is outdated but they are never going to stop doing it even when there are alternatives. Some people are no different to those in the Third Reich when they did their experiments on the Jews.

Yesterday at 1:30pm

: So true... Sadism with a huge excuse.. Saving mankind... They're all saviors these psycho's.... Very few claim to be God these days... But the control and delusion still exists behind a veil savior ism...'. By 

their works yet shall know them' *** too right,!

17 hrs

: Animal cruelty here is horrendous..all hushed and a tougher law should be made against such testing as well as tougher sentences for those found torturing animals.

Yesterday at 2:07pm · 

 “The assumption that animals are without rights and the illusion that our treatment of them has no moral significance is a positively outrageous example of Western crudity and barbarity. Universal 

compassion is the only guarantee of morality.” 

― Arthur Schopenhauer

Yesterday at 5:34pm
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 12/02/2018 20:25

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: For open source collection on IMG commentary relating to 1080 aerial operations in the Tararua Ranges. 12/02/2018 20:25

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 12/02/2018 20:25

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 12/02/2018 20:25

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F97FQ8VM0/Kapiti_Independent_News_commentary_on_aerial_operations_for_the_Tararuas|Kapiti Independent 

News commentary on aerial operations for the Tararuas>

12/02/2018 20:26
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Name Message Timestamp

Natex Natex has joined the channel 6/03/2018 15:19

Natex Natex set the channel purpose: Open source collection on OSPRI Timaru Creek (Lake Hawea) aerial operations 6/03/2018 15:19

Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 6/03/2018 15:19

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 6/03/2018 15:19

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9JFBF7HP _timaru_creek r promoting opposition to Timaru Creek aerial operation.> 6/03/2018 15:32

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9L3PNTEK/comments_posted_to_above_post_from_ _.txt|Comments posted to above post from > 6/03/2018 15:33

Natex 6/03/2018 15:34

Natex Will delve into and let you know James, not a regular name I see come up. 6/03/2018 17:34

Natex 8/03/2018 11:02

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9LHABZU5/image_uploaded_from_ios.jpg|Wanaka anti-1080 activist .> and commented: Wanaka anti-1080 activist  who has threatened to “lose it” if he attends an information meeting over the Timaru Creek drop. 8/03/2018 15:25

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9KT0SSC8/South_Canterbury_Deerstalkers_say_they_are__ropeable__over_the_Timaru_Creek_drop_|South Canterbury Deerstalkers say they are 'ropeable' over the Timaru Creek drop.> 8/03/2018 21:58

 Lake Hawea drop getting a lot of shares on Facebook

 to Upper Clutha Community Notices

22 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

3 Comments2 Shares

11

post.

22 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

1 Comment

to HAWEA COMMUNITY NOTICE BOARD

20 hours ago · 

Meeting about the latest Timaru Creek 1080 drop on Thursday at the Hawea Community Centre from 1600 to 1900.

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

post.

11 minutes ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

shared  post.

5 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

shared post.

7 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

shared post.

7 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

1

 shared post.

3 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

 post.

5 hours ago · 

 Post

OSPRI AERIAL 1080 POISON DROP - TIMARU CREEK, LAKE HAWEA -…

post.

20 hours ago · 

Propaganda

 Post
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FishnHunt Forum Commentary on Timaru Creek Operations

Possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? (Read 157 times)	

 <http://www.fishnhunt.co.nz/forum/YaBB.cgi?num=1520432554/3>

scottrods

Forum Font 

*****

Posts: 1839

Location: Rolleston, Chch

Joined: Jul 1st, 2007

Gender: Male

possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Yesterday at 2:22pm

newsflash from NZDA North Otago...

[i]We had a request from  – North Otago to notify everyone that there will be a public meeting on Thursday 8th March in the Hawea Community Centre from 4-6pm about an alleged imminent 1080 drop in the Timaru Creek area. She has received this information from an unidentified caller who would

not leave their name but would like as many people as possible to be aware of this meeting so there should be some representation at the meeting.[/i]

This will screw with people's roar plans. :weary:

downwind

New Zealand's Hunting

and Fishing Forum

Posts: 13

Location: Otago

Joined: Nov 24th, 2016

Re: possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Reply #1 - yesterday at 7:46pm

Timaru Creek has been regulary 1080ed for years and for some reason it does not seem to affect the big animals in there. It is very prone to rabbits and they can get really bad in there.

I am no fan of 1080 but it does keep the helicopters away from the stags

MeatHunta

Donor Member 

Posts: 2091

Location: Christchurch

Joined: Mar 10th, 2007

Gender: Male

Re: possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Reply #2 - yesterday at 8:33pm

<https://www.ospri.co.nz/assets/Uploads/Documents/Timaru-Creek-aerial-operation-Otago-April-2018.pdf>

Ruger260

Forum Senior 

Posts: 798

Location: Bay of lots

Joined: Feb 18th, 2014

Gender: Male

Re: possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Reply #3 - yesterday at 9:08pm

There should documentation sent out to hunting groups during early planning of operations. Check your local DOC office. If nothing has been sent out and a operation is imminent DOC have breached the ERMA guidelines.  At least you should be demanding the use of repellent.

Southendstalka

Donor Member 

Posts: 1200

Joined: Aug 17th, 2010

Gender: Male

Re: possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Reply #4 - Today at 5:51am

This is not happening before the roar. :wink:

ashfishman

Donor Member 

Posts: 5038

Location: Christchurch

Joined: Aug 5th, 2007

Gender: Male

Re: possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Reply #5 - Today at 6:00am

Seriously, DOC policy makers need a dose of 1080. Mongrels.:angry:

Donor Member 

Posts: 11221

Location: North Otago

Joined: Nov 9th, 2006

Gender: Male

Re: possible 1080 drop Timaru Creek soon? 

Reply #6 - Today at 6:51am

TBFree operation, the info is on that factsheet MeatHunta linked.
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Natex  shared her post —8 hrs · 

LAKE HAWEA COMMUNITY CENTRE TODAY, 4 to 7 PM - NO TB FOR HUNDREDS OF KMS FROM TIMARU CREEK - WHERE IS THE SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FOR THIS DROP ?

Looks like their usual "drop-in centre" rubbish with that kind of time frame. They don't want an actual meeting format because then people might ask the hard questions. What a gutless bunch they are. So no, the betting is it will be little tables with chairs round them where the nice poison people will explain how 

important it is that they protect the country from Tb with their "moderately humane" ( according to the Parliamentary Commissioner for the Environement ) poison 1080.

 makes some very important comments. If you are going to the meeting please read them :

"The latest OSPRI TBFree map shows no TB infected herds any where near Timaru Creek. The movement control area ends at Alexandra and this is deemed a Special testing area with yearly testing and with no control on deer or cattle movements. On the West Coast side the nearest movement control area ends 

north of Harihari. Much of Timaru Creek is under DoC control so NO grazing cattle involved. Clearly farmers TB levy's are being used to fund drops on conservation land for conservation purposes and nothing to do with TB or TB infected farm stock as there are none nearby. What monitoring of the possum 

population has been done and how many TB infected possums have been found coming from Timaru Creek in the past couple of years ? My guess is none to both. ....

"For the Mt Gold drop last year they used the excuse of having a buffer zone to protect herds from infection. A buffer zone between what points ? . Harihari to Alexandra , Timaru Creek to Alexandra ? Just what is this so called buffer zone. Do they expect possums to take a packed lunch and head off from Timaru 

Creek to points past Alexandra or McKenzie Country to infect herds when they don't know if the possums have TB to begin with because none have been tested. Remember Alexandra is the edge of the Movement Control Area so it still could be some distance from any infected herd. The question then is where 

exactly is the nearest infected herd ? It shouldn't be hard to make them look the fools they actually are. Any reporters around Wanaka to join your group ?

"Let's look at the bullshit in these info sheets. Firstly they state , "Where access is good, possum control is MOSTLY done by contractors using ground based traps and hand laid toxins such as cyanide". Note the use of MOSTLY here to cover their arse. We know pine forests are well tracked, hand planted, pruned, 

thinned and cut on foot yet OSPRI still aerial drop 1080 on these forests. So much for good access you lying a.hs. Following this we have "In more remote or rugged areas aerial applications of baits containing biodegradable 1080 MAY be the preferred option" Now we know that's utter bullshit. 'MAY be the preferred 

option' is again a lie, as clearly it is the only option they use, have used, and will continue to use - so clearly there are no other options in their minds. The debate on how biodegradable 1080 actually is will continue for years. Finally the heading "Timaru Creek TB Control Programme" . What evidence exists that shows 

there is TB infected animals in Timaru Creek ? I bet they can produce none so what TB are they talking about ? Some infected herd hundreds of Ks away.

"What needs to be asked at this meeting is where is the supporting scientific evidence that shows this 1080 drop in Timaru Creek will be of benefit to the eradication of Bovine TB in NZ ? If there is, as evidence shows, no TB in or near Timaru Creek possums are no threat in the spread of TB so what is to be achieved by 

dropping 1080 in the area ?"

8/03/2018 22:55

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9MK5LSMD |Commentary on Timaru Creek drop.> and commented: lives in Wellington so unlikely to be an issue. 8/03/2018 22:57

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9MEBN0RE/timaru_creek.png|Claim an inspection of the Timaru Creek area revealed no signs of pests that required control measures.> and commented: Public Facebook post by 12/03/2018 15:01

Natex Anti-1080 activist of Canterbury disputing need for Timaru Creek drop

a  Let's forget for a moment we are dealing with OSPRI. From a business point of view if you are going to spend a large amount of money on a project you first do your research. You would then do any testing require to ensure the expence was warranted and the final result was a positive one. The small 

expense of testing would far out weight any future loss if the project progressed without it and failed. Now back to OSPRI . They say they don't have the budget to test possums for Bovine TB. The fact is they are prepared to spent hundreds of thousand aerial droping 1080 not knowing what the possum population is 

or if the possums are infected with TB. Shit it's not rocket sience to know this is bad business practice. How much would be saved for other projects if possums were tested and found clear of TB? What's happened to "best practice" with government department who state they opperate under this model? What a 

load of bullshit. Clearly this is another instance of OSPRI making sure thier budget is spent as to ensure they don't lose funding. From all the material I can obtain there is no way this Timaru Creek 1080 drop is warranted.

10 March 2018 on Facebook page (public post).

12/03/2018 16:04

Natex Natex shared a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9P055CCW/Commentary_on_the_OSPRI_Lake_Hawea_public_meeting_08_March_2018|Commentary on the OSPRI Lake Hawea public meeting 08 March 2018> 12/03/2018 16:21

Natex Natex commented on Natex’s file <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9P055CCW/Commentary_on_the_OSPRI_Lake_Hawea_public_meeting_08_March_2018|Commentary on the OSPRI Lake Hawea public meeting 08 March 2018>: Note claiming references made by OSPRI staff re 

posts made on the Facebook page '1080 eyewitness.'

12/03/2018 16:21
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Name Message Timestamp
Natex Natex has joined the channel 14/12/2017 10:07
Natex Natex set the channel purpose: open source collection in relation to 1080 operations in west taupo tbfree operation 14/12/2017 10:07
Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 14/12/2017 10:07

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 14/12/2017 10:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8DLXLR6U/tribal.jpg|The 'Maniapoto Tribal Government' continues to complain its 'cease and desist' notices are being ignored by DoC 

and OSPRI.>

14/12/2017 10:09

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8EF8QM0D/manipoto_video.mp4|'Manipoto Tribal Government' video of West Taupo aerial operation (as in above post)> and 

commented: The video has been made by Taupo resident  who is presumably a supporter of the 'Manipoto Tribal Government'.

14/12/2017 10:18

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F8EB1G0HY/manipoto.jpg|Still from above video.> 14/12/2017 10:18
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Name Message Timestamp
Natex Natex has joined the channel 20/02/2018 15:07
Natex Natex set the channel purpose: Open source coverage of protest against aerial 1080 operations in the Whataroa region. 20/02/2018 15:07
Gavin Clark Gavin Clark has joined the channel 20/02/2018 15:07

Harry Maher Harry Maher has joined the channel 20/02/2018 15:07

Natex Natex uploaded a file: <https://1080operations.slack.com/files/U6XN6DMM2/F9BH1L4CS/28258902_986441664854074_1876473999056175104_n.mp4|  Facebook video opposing aerial 1080 operations in 

the Whataroa/Perth River region.> and commented: In this Facebook video J disputes the evidence for the need for aerial operations and refers to the recent OSPRI public meeting in Whataroa. says he 

was alerted to the planned drop by his "friend ". This is most likely , an anti-1080 protester noted for his violent and confrontational behaviour. figures from time-to-time in some of  

hunting videos. Video posted on 18 Feb 2018 and so far has had more than 60,000 views.

20/02/2018 15:10
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